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Fifty Years of Mechanical Assistance

FIFfY years ago Wilbur and OrviIIe Wright added a motor to their glider.
The device was tried out successfully for the first time on 17th December,
1903 : hence the aeroplane. Since then, a great many people have

suggested adding a motor to a glider, under the impression that it is an
ingenious and original idea which would have been carried out years ago if
only it had occurred to somebody. They are invariably surprised at being
told that the Wright brothers had already thought of it by 1903; still more
so if you point to an airliner or fighter passing overhead, remarking, "There,
what did I tell you ?"

Twenty years after the Wrights' first flight, the nature of their achieve
ment was so far forgotten that a competition for "motor gliders" was
organized. Naturally enough, history merely repeated itself; the motive
power soon grew to the 60 h.p. of the early "Moth", and has continued to
grow thereafter. In fact, a flying machine with the power of the Wrights',
which was originally called an aeroplane, had by then become classified as a
"light" aeroplane. Now it is called an "ultra-light", so that aviation history
is all set for another repetition, and it will not be long before one more
qualifying adjective will be needed.

The fact must be faced that sailplanes and aeroplanes serve wholly
different purposes. Some 70 years ago S. P. Langley, having proved to his
satisfaction that there is enough turbulence in the wind to sustain a flying
machine by means ofdynamic soaring alone, prophesied that when aeroplanes
came they would fly almost entirely by this means, and only resort to motive
power "in exceptional moments of calm". He proved a false prophet, and it
was psychology that let him down: who is going to refrain from using a
motor, once it is installed ?

Of course,. there is that compromise, the "auxiliary-engined sailplane".
I t is as easy to make a list of the things it could do, if only somebody else would
build and fly one, as it is to compile a list of articles suitable for publication
in GLIDING, if only somebody else would write them. But what hapJX:ns in
practice ?

There was the Carden-Baynes auxiliary sailplane of 1935. It was bought
by a power pilot, who took off from the London Gliding Club towards the
hill against an east wind, got into trouble in the "unexpected" downcurrent,
and a few moments later stepped out of a mass of wreckage. Such machines
have practically never been used for their intended purpose, and the reason
seems to be that soaring loses its savour when there is a motor waiting to be
turned on in "exceptional moments of calm"-in this case vertical calm
rather than horizontal.

In the last year or two, the Nelson Humming-bird has actually been used
by a few pilots in America as an auxiliary sailplane. When such machines are
produced in quantity, and their log-books show that they do as much soaring
as the average s.ailplane, we shall believe they have a place to fill in the aviation
world which not even the Wright brothers pioneered.
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W orId Championship Prospects

EASTER RALLY

NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS

T-H.E Kemsley Clip has been awarded to
the London Gliding Club fOT its entry

No. 16 in the 1953 Championships, an
Olympia flown by C. P. Ellis and G. H. Lee,
which earned the highest number of marks
in the Team Class.

The Council of the British Gliding
Association has decided that, in view of the
World Championships, there will be no
Bri,tish National Championships in 1954.
However, ,it wish~ to encourage and
support any rallies which Clubs may wish to,
hold which do not conflict with the inter
national meeting.

slope, it is possible to obtain high ,enough
launches to reach thermal lift. Winch
launching, apart from enabling- the contests
to cost less, is more practical than aero
towing at Camphill owing to the slight
undulations. of the ground.

Also of interest to our visitors: as the
visibility in the middle of England is
sometimes not as good as we have become
'used to in previous World Championships,
it is advisable that gliders should have
clear-vision panels in the windscreen.

The organisers will endeavour to arrange
tasks se that on at least some days it will
be possible for competitors to get together
after flying with time to talk and get to know
each 'other, or in many cases 10 renew
previous friendships,. In this respect. if
competitors like to bring with them short
films of their nalional gliding, lhese may
add to the opportunity of exchanging news
and views.

T Hl: ~ritish Gliding. Associ~tion has
received encouraging rephes from

countries wishing to come' to the World
Championships to be held in Derbyshire in
1954. Twenty-one nations have already
written to say that they hope 10 attend, so
with the addition of Great Britain there
should be 22 represented.

The following will be bringing two·
seaters (some of them interesting new
types) as well as single.seaters: Austria,
Egypt, France, Germany, Netherlands,
Spain, Switzerland, U.S.A. and Yugoslavia.
Single-seaters only will be brought by
Belgium, Denmark, Finland, Iceland and
Sweden. Then Israel, New Zealand and
South Africa will come if they can hire sail
planes, and Egypt, Finland and Sweden
want to hire sailplanes as well as those they
are bringing; these countries want to rieh
cars and trailers as well, and so do Austria,
Belgium and Yugoslavia, while the U.S.A.
team wants to hire six cars. Canada and
ItalY hope to come, Argentina ,and Brazil
are believed to be coming, but Monaco,
Norway, Portugal, the Saar and Colombia
have written that they will be unable to take
part.

As some countries, owing to distance or
peculiar traJ:lsport difficulties, will be unable
to bring their Own aircraft, the Organisers
are asking Clubs and priva~ owners to put
themselves as drivers, 31'1d lheir equipment,
at the disposal of the competitors. Such
cars, trailers and gliders will be covered by
conte"t insurance. Please lend your glider
if you possibly can; we are the host nation
and w~ want to' show that we can do a first
class job. Your generosity may enable
high-performance gliding to get rea:lly going
in some new part of the world, by giving
representative pilots rhe chance to fly in a
World Championship.

It is now general knowledge that all
launching will be by winches as was done The Midland Gliding Club announces its
at Sameda"n. Sufficient winches will be intention of holding a Rally at Long Mynd,
available, including some of over 100 h.p. Shropshire, during Easter, 1954, Friday,
to deal with the big tw@-seaters. 16th April being a practice day, with 17th,

As the Camphill site is on the top of a 18tl1, 19th and 20th as competition days.
hill with two soaring faces, west and south, The competition, as last year, will take
it is possible to get gliders up into' the the form of a Task Flying contest: handi·
soaring wind quickly with shOrt launches. capping rules and marking as for lnler
In other wind' directions (N. and N.E.), national contests. Early applications to the
which give unstable soaring weather but no secretary are desirable.
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A New Condor
by Frank Cosrin

T HE idea behind this aircraft is to provide
a performance approximately the same

as the Prefect, with a sinking speed slightly
higher.

It is ply-eovered, apart from the area
inboard of the aileron and aft of the rear
spar. The wing, as usual, is the interesting
part'; at the roof it is Gottingen 426 (modi.
fied), changing linearly to a special section
at the strut pickups, changing once again
linearly to N.A.C.A. 64-110 at the lip. This
special section has a 4.28 per cent camber
at 44.5 per cent chord (rather like one of the
Joukowski aerofoils). '

An attempt has been made to provide
effective ailerons as, generally on a two·
seater, these are inclined to be soggy
hence the differential can be varied by
ground adjustment quite quickly and has a
range of 1.85 : I to I : I. At present these
work very welt indeed and the circuit has
been designed to obtain high stiffness from
the pilors hands to the tip of the aileron.

No dive brakes are fitted, but the spin
'chute for A.R.B. trials will be retained to
serve as an emergency brake. The struts

Frank Costin (front) and Peter Davis in
their "Condor". Photo by G. T. Crouch.
Courtesy "The Aeroplane".

have been made of laminated selected
hemlock instead of spruce, in order to
obtain a high tIc ratio.

Span,44 ft. 6 ins.; area, 150 sq. ft.; aspect
ratio, 10.4; length, 23 ft. 9 ins.; empty
weight (at present) 418 Ibs.

CONDOR



Over-to-Youmanship
by Ken Machin

T HE enthusiastic reception which was
accorded to the introductory article

(Ref. I) by the Chairman has encouraged
-nay more, compelled-the British Glider
manship Association to widen its scope to
fresh woods and cornfields new. One of the
latest moves, announced in the B. GIp. Ass.
circular from Londonderry House, Yeovil,
has been the setting up of a Technical
Committee, whose primary function' is the
issue of Certificates of Glidermanship.
Attached to this committee in a loose way
are certain technical advisers on specialist
subjects; as one of these loose advisors, I
have the honour to present my first effort.

This report (Ref. 2) covers the progress
which has been made so far in applying
that marvel of technological skill, the radio
telephone, to Glidermanship. This branch
()f the subject I have named Over.to-you
manship (Ueberzudirmannschiff) (Ref. 3).
Needless to say, .there is considerable
opposition by conventional Glidenn,en to
these new-fangled inventions, with the
result that a whole host of counter-ploys has
been developed. Typical of these is T.
Goodbeard's counterploy; the scene is the
briefing room at Long Mynd, Easter, 1953.

Goodbeard (to his crew): "You just
press on to Camphill, and wait for me
there."

But slowly, steadily, Over-to-youmanship
is driving in the thin end of the white
elephant and gaining a foothold on the
straight and narrow staircase which leads
to popularity in the Glidermansbip Move
ment.
_ In the first application of Over-to-you

manship which will be considered, that of
cross-country flying, it would appear at
first sight that radio must inevitably increase
the fundamental One-down-ness of the
Retrievedman. Consider, for example, the
following situation. The Gliderman has just
burst out of cloud inverted, and hears:

"Hello, Gliding Able, report your
height and position. Over."

What more calculated to make him feel
One Down? But see how he recovers, see

how he applies the knowledge at his week's
course" :

Glidennan (hoarsely): "Hello, Gliding
Control, I hear you strength one, very
distorted. Over."

This brilliant counter is known as the
Welch gambit, as it was first developed by
our Merionethshire group.

The advent of radjo has been hailed by
the ever-increasing band of Retrieverwomeo,
for it gives them at last the upper hand, the
perfect answer. No longer can the Glider
man use the You-knew-I-wouldn't-get
back-you-ought-to-have-brollght-the-trailer
manship ploys; the birds, bees and flowers
(Ref. 4) have now to took elsewhere for
inspirees, as the newdirection-and-intention
finding equipment is brought into use. But
Glidennen need not despair: they hold the
trump card, still. What feminine mind can
cope adequately with this sort of reply?

Retrieverwoman: "Hello, darling,
where are you?"

Retrievedman: "Am now at map ref
erence three two seven, six one eight.
Over."

All such ploys have been distinguished by
the generic name of Over-to-you-darling
manshipo

As a final exa.mple of how radio is redress
ing the balance and enabling the Gliderman
to stay One Up, let us illustrate one of the
gambits (regrettably becoming rarer these
days) of the sub-section l-was·in-the-war
manship.

Retrievennan: "Can you tell me how
high you are'?'O

Gliderman: "Gliding Control from
Gliding Able, Rrrroger, wilco. Am now
at angels one fife, I say again, ooe fife.
Able to Control, over."

Let us turn our thoughts now to the other
proposed use of radio in Glidennanship

.. Open to anyone, training up to B. GIp.
Ass. "B" certificate standard, only 73 gns.,
inclusive of accommodation.
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Clubs-as an aid to tlamlng. Hitherto,
when a pupil went solo, he inevitably got a
t.remendous feeling of being One Up; this
has had to be corrected by :returning him
occasionally to the state of Two Up. With
radio, however, the pupil can be kept for
ever in the state of One-down-ness which
his early training engenders. For instance,
let us take this example of Infallibility Ploy,
on which all good Instructormanship is
founded:

Instructorman: "You are flying with
three degrees of slip. Over."

Pupilman: "But the ball is in the
middle!"

Instructorman: "You should know that
the ball always sticks. Out."

The pupil is rattled; in all probability he
will nOW undershoot and prang into the
boundary fence. This will enormously
increase the Instruetorman's feeling of One
Up.

It is proposed in certain Quarters to use
tape recordings of a newly-appointed
instructor's patter in evidence against him.
This procedure is unanimously condemned
by the Technical Committee, who feel that
it must inevitably introduce certain un
desirablemanships into the Movement. For
instance:

Instructorman: " ... and as you join
me here in Bluebell, the pupil is about to
stall. His nose comes up-his left wing
drops-oh, well saved, sir! A masterly
recovery. And now as I speak, he comes
up to another stall-he stalls, and it's a
fast one this time-and he's our! His
parachute opens, and as he floats peace
fully earthwards, we return you to the
studio, with the reminder .that Fumble
worthy's Safety Harness is the strongest,
comfiest harness that money can buy."

A new department of Glidermanship
Accessories Ltd. (Ref. I) has been opened
to supply the needs of this lusty new branch
of the Movement. The stock list so far
includes the following:

(I) Dummy radio aerials to fit on your
car roof.

(2) Empty waJkie-talkie cases to be worn
by gliding wives when they are photographed
by the Press.

(3) Records saying: "I am DOW at fony
five thousand feet. Over." for playjng in
the trailer park at the Championships.

T.nese are all available at 13 gns. each, or
any two may be had in exchange for a
complete set of gliding stamps.

I feel that there is no better way to con
clude this report than to quote what is
undoubtedly the finest Over-to-youmanship
gambit which has yet come to my notice.
It embodies all the soundest principles of
Glidermanship, togather with that touch 0f
genius which distinguishes a true artist. It
is due to Bloggs, l., Corporal, A.T.e., and
runs:

"Come over to my thermal, Philip, I've
finished with it."

References
(I) Wills, P. A. Gliding, Vol. 4, No. 2, p. 52.
(2) Machin, K. E. Gliding, Vol. 4, No. 4, p.I48
(3) Cassell's School German Dictionary,

pp. 153,227,254, 133, 196.
(4) Lasham Book of Folk Song, p. 270.

---><:><---

Correspondence
"GLIDING-TILL NOW"

·Sir,
May I report progress with this film,

which will be printed a few months hence
and made available to clubs through the
B.G.A.

I have been able to include some good
material from the Derby and Lancs.,
London. Midland and Oxford clubs. But
as tht: siory now stands, the Army, Bristol,
Cambridge, Southdown, Surrey and York
shire clubs might never have existed. I
can not believe that nobody has any films
showing typical activities at these clubs.
Will somebody please make the necessary
effort? (My letter in GLIDING for Autumn,
1953, gives details).

I have put out an appeal to overseas
gliding-photographers who may br,ing
material with them to the International
meeting. Can anybody with contacts
abroad help further here?

It is a good film as it stands, but could be
much better.

LAWRENCE WRIGHT.
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The Schweizer 1-23D
by N icholas Goodhart

T HE latest high-performance sailplane ventilator.. This arrangement appears to
produced by the Schweizer Aircraft nullify the advantages of the non-icing nose

Corporation, the 1-23D. achieved out- pi tot, though Paul MacCready states that
standing success in the 20th United States his did not ice up during several climbs
National Soaring Contest. the three entered above freezing leveL king was not. how-
being placed first, third and fourth. It was, ever. severe.
therefore, with considerable a.lacrity that I Behind the cockpit is a large amount of
accepted Paul SChweizer's offer of a flight stowage space for the inevitable impedi
in the one in which he achieved third place menta-,-radio. barograph. oxygen equip
in the championship. ment. etc.-and what is perhaps even more

The machitle is an improved version (lf importanl. the maximum gross weight
the standard all-metal sailplane, the most permits practically unlimited expanse in
significant difference being an addition to this field without any qualms.
each wing-tip which raises the span from Like all American sailplanes the 1-230
43 ft. 10 ins. to 50 ft. It is interesting that has a wheel with a nice fat tyre on it which
the aileron has not been extended and gives a very smooth ride (even if one does
consequently ends about 3 ft. 6 ins from the hit the fence in short fields). There is also
wing-tip. In order to maintain the factors, a small hard-tyred and unsprung tail wheel.
the main spar has been beefed-up. Other The main wheel is fitted with a rather
than that, there is a close resemblance to elementary brake operated by the air-brake
the standard 1-23. The whole aircraft is control, of which more later.
Rush-rivetted and, assisted by an excellent The tow hook is external and contrasts
filling and painting job, presents a beauti- with the general aerodynamic cleanliness.
fully smooth exterior. though I am told
that laminar Row is not ever expected to Flying Qualities
any appre:iable extent. I was still recovering from my surprise at

The cockpit is huge by Europeafl stan- the curious collection of noises which
dards (even Wally Kahn fully panacea'd emanated from all over the machine whilst
would be comfortable) and has an adjustable rolling on the ground, when we became
back-rest. There are even arm-rests. One airborne and suddenly all was peace and
is, of course, horrified at the frontal area, quiet-that is, if you ignore that noisy
but let's leave that until we get to perform- powered aircraft grumbling away out in
ance. The most outstanding feature of this front.
cockpit is the broad expanse of Perspex Even on tow it was apparent that the
with no sharp curvature, whicb gives one 1-23D is a thoroughbred; the controls were
an undisturbed view like standing on top of light with very little friction and smooth
a lighthouse. force-gradients, and the response was a joy

The instrument panel is ade<:tuately sloped to feel. In addition,elevator and aileron
to permit a square view of the instruments. were beautifully harmonised. Rudder, like
and since tbe canopy extends down to the the other controls, was pleasantly responsive
panel there is plenty of illumination. The but a good deal heavier, a condition which
instruments fitted were A.S.!., sensitive I consider ideal, particularly since rudder
altimeter. turn indicator with ball-type slip angles were seldom required.
indicator, compass, a Cosim variometer At about 1,800 ft. we released in a weakish
connected to a Cosim total-energy venturi, thermal, and it was an enormous pleasure
a plain Cosim, and a "Memphis" rate-of- to snap into a tight right-hand circle with
climb. This latter instrument is a standard no difficulty in picking up the required
aircraft rate-of-elimb modified so tbat a speed of a touch over 40 m.p.h. It was
needle movement of about 1- in. represents immediately obvious that, in addition to
100 ft/min. The A.S.1. is connected to a the excellent response of ,the ailerons, the
forward-facing pitot which is situated in a rate of roll was high and the ad....erse yaw
nose orfice which leads to the cockpit very slight. only small amounts of rudder
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Nick Goodbart getting into the 1-23D.

being required to enter the turn and little
or none being required in the turn.

On entering the thermal the total-energy
vario did not behave as it should, and I
~evOled a short time to feeling behind the
Instrument panel for the venturi pipe which
had apparently become disconnected. The
machine was so comfortably installed in
the turn that there was no difficulty in
maintaining it while I got the pipe recon
nected.
. By this time we were up to 4,000 ft. and
Jl was time to try some of the high speed
performance, so we straightened up and
pushed up to 90 m.p.h. There was a very
considerable whistle from behind the cock
pit, which I am lold disappears if the access
door to the roof fittings is taped up; even
so, at this high speed there was a delicious
sen~tion of being, as it were, sliding along
on Ice, so shallow was the angle of descent.

Soon we hit a thermal and the total
energy vario really sllowed its worth a5 we
w~lpped into a very tight left-hand spiral
climb which got the speed down in about

one turn. It was incredible how much real
pleasure could be obtained from just the
feel of such superb handling qualities. While
working this thermal I was very impressed
with the Memphis rate-of-c1imb which was
very sensitive and apparently indicated
appreciably before the CQsim.

At 5,000 ft.--cloud base-the thermal
petered out, and besides there were several
things such as stalls and aerobatics to do
before my allotted hour was up, so we
headed out into the clear to try the stalls.
Stalling speed was about 33 m.p.h. (indi
cated) and the staIl was straight, there
being just the right amount of stall warning
in the form of pre-stall buffet. Perhaps the
most significant point was that all controls
remained fully effec~ive right up to and even
past the stall. Unfortunately, the machine
would not spin with the e.G. near the
forward position, where my weight had put
it, but merely flick-rolled into a spiral dive,
when stalled with full crossed controls.

At this stage I noticed a new and very
good-looking cloud starting which there
was just time to explore.. Under it the lift
was steady and strong and in no time at all
we reached cloud-base, but there was only
five minutes left. What sailplane pilot could,
however, resist a steady 800 f.p.m. ?-and as
the gyro appeared to start when I operated
the only vis.ible switch, we slid smoothly up
at an increasing rate until the rate of c,limb,
read J,OOO f.p.m. It was all so smooth and

. easy that J began to wonder if maybe the
"Old Tyrne and Banke" pundits were right
after all.

At 10,700 ft. the usual turbulence
indicated the top of the cloud had been
reached, and sure enough as I looked back
at it there were only a few hundred feet left.
By now I knew the next pilot to fly the
machine would be champing at the bit. so
I put the speed up to 80 m.p.h. and pulled
the air-brake toggle, which is situated below
the instrument panel and is similar to a tow
release. -Here I came upon something which
in my opinion was far from ideal: the air
brakes are spring and air loaded to close,
and it is a considerable strain to hold them
open. There is also a very appreciable buffet
and J was loath to put the speed up to the
limit speed though I am told that this does
not increase tbe buffet. A good deal of
wrinkling occurs in the wing skin surround
ing the air-brake area, which looks dis
couraging but apPllfC:ntly never does any
harm.
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The real worth of these figures is not
apparent until one calculates a few theor
etical cross-country achieved airspeeds and
compares them with other sailplanes.

82 m.p.h.
.. 34 m.p.h.

5 ft./sec.
7 ft/sec.
9 ft./sec.

PERfORMANCE (Ai' NORMAL GROSS):-

Min. sink .. 2 f.p.s. at 34 m.p.h.
Max. glide ratio 30: I
Speed for 6 fc/sec.

sink
StaB ..

The above fig,ures depend of course for
their accuracy on the accuracy of the polars.
I had to make up the polar of the Skylark
from very scanty data, and that of the J-23D
is derived from a relatively small amount of
flight testing done by the company.

Whether or not the results are accurate,
it is clear that the 1-230 has a very out
standing performance which, when con
sidered in relation to its span (SO ft.) and

Absolute Thermal Achieved O'oss-country
Strength Air Speed (m.p.h.)

Weihe Skylark J-230
20 17 23
29 29 34
35 36 41

After losing about 5,000 ft. in five minutes
T got tired of holding the air brakes open
and tried out the aerobatic qualities. As one
would expect with such a clean machine,
loops were very easy with plenty of speed
left at the top. r only tried one roll which
,..as not very neat, but this was my fault.

And so back to the field where the air
brakes gave ample control over glide angle
for a very easy touchdown and the end of
75 minutes of pure pleasure. I wish that I
had recently flown some other high
performance sailplanes and that I could
therefore make this analysis comparative:
unfortunately the oory sailplane I have
flown during the last ten months is the
Laister Kaufman training sailplane, the
controls of which can only be described
(with some restraint) as dreadful.

I't was not, Qf course, possible in so short
a time to make more than the briefest
assessment of the handling qualities, nor
was it possible to obtain any performance
figures, but the following figures were given
to me by Ernest Schweizer, who is the
president and technical expert of the com
pany. J gather that these figures are a
combination of test and calculated per
formance.

The Schweizer )-230.
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its aspect ratio (l5.6), is little short of
miraculous (Handicap Committee of the
British Nationals to note).

My theoretical cross-country air speed
takes no account of the ability of a machine
to make small circles and thus derive
maximum rate-of-climb from small ther
mals. This ability depends on small span
and low circling speed, both factors being
present in the 1-23D.

Leading Particula~s

Span, 50 ft.; length, 20 ft. 9 ins.; wing
area, 160 SQ. ft.

Weight empty, 444 Ibs.; normal gross
weight, 634Ibs.; max. gross weight, 750 Ibs. ;
wing loading (normal) 3.97 Ibs.fsQ. ft.

Positive design load factor, 8.6; negative
design load factor, 5.6.

Design speed, 132 m.p.h.; placard speed,
119 m.p.h.

-----)C)(------

Fra~ce Leads the Way
by Fred Hoinville

SOME months ago I wrote for GLIDING an most practical in conventional and tailless
anguished plea for smaller, lighter, design;>, with modest size and ease of

cheaper sailplanes (Spring, 1953, p. 22). construction. Although the present model
Before this article reached print, the French has semi-tapered wing, that does not appear
Fauvel AV-36 was making headline news to be an essential feature of the development,
in the hands of Nessler and other top-line and tbe design lends itself to further
pilots, and doing extremely well in less simplification by using a rectangular wing.
experienced hands. Thus, by folJowing Fauvel's read, we can

Now the AV-36 is not small enough to scale down 'and modify the AV-36 into a
satisfy me, but it has everything else that I "Minimidget" of 25 feet span, 4 feet chord,
ask, and it can be scaled down or up to give straight wing without taper, weight ,about
any size at all with good performance. 100 Ibs. Dr. Raspet, whose calculatiolils
iherefore, it is almost the prototype that I are based on much practical full-scale
want, and here and now I want to express experiment, has calculated that a convent
to M. fauvel my deep gratitude for what is tional design of these dimensions can be
in my opinion the finest offering presented .made to give a glide angle of 20 to 1, with a
to World Gliding for many, many years. minimum sink of 1.8 f.p.s. at 26 m.p.h.,

Flying-wing types have excited wide provided that the smoothed-surface lessons
interest for years with their obvious of the RJ-5 are applied to wing and nOse of
ad\'antages of low drag and simplicity, bllt the cabin.
most designers concentrated on the heavily At first sight it may be seen that this
swept-back desi'gn, which may not be a proviso involves too much difficulty an<l
blind alley and has in fact produced some expense, but the untapered wing -alone
outs.tanding examples like the Horten removes most of the difficulty by using only
series, but on the whole great amounts of Qne rib jig throughout, thus making it
sweep-back have le<l us into as many simple and cheap to use many more ribs of
problems as they solved, with large washout lighter weight than usual. Also, t.he mass
and poor landing qualities_ High aspect- production which must result from uSe of
ratio kept costs high and great span meant this design woul<l pelTT1itthe use of moulded
high weight and cost, and tapered wings noses and blown canopies at minimum cost.
meant complex construction. Also', it seems logical that the change

The AV-36 design has changed all that. from con.ventional to AV-36 design must
Once more, a practical man has 'confi:ll~nded result in lower drag and so give slightly
the back-room boys, tbe experts who have a better results than those Quoted. It should
long list of things that can't be done. Fauvel not be overlooked that Fauvel is a, qualified
has solved the problem ofstability in tailless theorist as well as a practical builder, and
gliders by demonstrating that the problem that the "36" gave results greatly exceeding
did not really exist. his expectations.

The AV-36 combines, all that is best and In my earlier article I suggested 30 feet
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as a maximu m span. Now that there is good
reason to expect that 25 feet is enough. I
have further modified my ideas, and I now
suggest that we make an international drive
for a recognised "Minimidget" class of 25
feet span and 100 Ibs. weight limits. with
National and Inte.rnational record categories
of its own. .

A medium class of 45 feet and 400 Ibs.
could also be recognised. The present
unlimited class would be retained for Open
Records.

In addition to the 25 feet "Minimidget".
there should be a 33 feet span "Minitwin"
two-seater for training and contest and
record work, with a weight of~ Ibs. This
machine could use mosf of the parts of the
solo midget.

A third high performance type could be
made by using tbe solo pod with the two
seater wing, with very little extra cost.

In addition, it would speed up and
cheapen training if these midgets could be
prOVided with extras in the form of a light
motor "power egg" and wheel for use as
club trainers. This would permit very high
utilisation and would permit training on
days without wind or thermals, and would
avoid the crowding dangers and over-

simplification of slope soaring.
10 strong thermal conditions, the "Mini

midget" would be capable of distance flights
of 300 miles. On a weak day, in a machine
of less performance. and a ceiling never
more than 2.000 feet above ground level,
I have covered 90 miles. On a moderate
day I have done 220 miles in a Gull I, which
would be no better than the midget, if as
good. The suggested midgets could be sold
very cheaply in kit form, and even in
complete form would be way below the
price of anything nQw on the market. Kits
could be finished by the buyers quite quickly
because of their great simplicity.

We need a sailplane so cheap any youth
can buy the.kit without subsidy.

So simple anybody can build it quickly.
So small it can be built in a garage.

housed without a hangar, landed on .any
road or track.

So light any car can carry it and launch
it. any 'pilot can ground-handle it without
help.

So clean it will glide better tban 20 to I.
SO popular and numerous it can be

allotted "class records" of its own,
We need the "Minimidget" and its

brothers.

l)OPPELRAAB IN PARTS.-Hen is all tbe material YQU rneed, ready prepaed, fQ\
building a "DoppeJraab", the two-seater training machine marketed by WQlf Mirth's fim
at Nabern.Teck. near Stuttgart. A photo' of the machine ill Bight was given in our Sprin~

issue Qn page 41. By early September. DoppeJraabs were being built at two a week;,
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A New Approach Suggested
by Philip Wills

Acknowledgements to "The Aeroplane"

I N The Aeroplane recently, Air Marshal feel delighted if their children decide to
Sir Robert Saundby wrote an article make it their career.

headed "A New Approach Wanted", in Let me now indulge in a flight of fancy.
which he outlined one of the most funda- The art of navigating the seas has only been
mental long-range problems of the Royal discovered in the last 50 years. Whenever
Air Force: how to attract an adequate flow a ship, large or small, has a major or minor
of human material. accident it is blazoned in the Press in

He gave incontrovertible reasons to show headlines. The Royal Navy and Merchant
that it is in the highest degree unlikely that Marines combine together to say that the
this can be achieved by offering financial sea is not large enough to contain them and
incentives, sufficient to attract competent any mere non-professionals, flopping about
men from industrial and other occupations. in it merely for fun. The Admiralty and
He recorded, what seems apparent to most, Ministry of Shipping build up a Gomplel\
that recruits of the right calibre and in tangle of licences and examinations which
sufficient numbers cannot be obtained by any ordinary citizen and his boat must get
publishing large numbers of advertisements before he is allowed to own or even hire a
incorporating forms which have to be racing dinghy. The mere attainment of
signed on the dotted line. It is hard to these licences requires more time and money
imagine a really competent and promising than is available to the ordinary man. No
youngster (or his parents) being persuaded assistance is forthcoming to make it
to plan his life by seeing and signing such practicable or even permissible to equip
advertisements in the ordinary Press. any possible small harbours where small

He suggested that the correct approach sporting craft can be kept, and enormous
therefore lay in the field of human relations, fees are charged for the use of such limited
in building up a popular pride in the R.A.F. facilities as are already there.
and a popular respect and affection for the The navies experience an unaccountable
air. His actual words were: admiration and shortage of volunteers. They launch a
reverence; and his thesis was that this campaign to increase sea-mindedness. They
relationship existed in respect of the Royal hold displays at enormous expense, which
I avy. He admitted that this must take a the public are invited to attend, and at these
long time, and had no specific plan to put displays the most complex and dangerous
forward as to how it was to be done, but evolutions are carried out, frequently
the sooner a start was made, the better. involving the sticky end of one or more

It was with feelings bordering on incred- sailors.
ulity and relief that I at last saw so high- Films of life at sea are sent round the
ranking and distinguished a service officer circuits, all showing what a dare-devil you
put the case, which those of us in this field have to be to be a sailor. Sometimes even
have attempted to get over for many years, a tight-lipped girl is to be seen on a ship,
for a great increase in the encouragement of, usually because she worships one or more
and assistance for, motorless flight. of the heroes in the crew, and will follow

Why are we never, in war or peace, short him to the inevitable end, watching his,
of first-class human material for either gallant movements with starry eyes.
Service or civil naval requirements? Because The public realise to the full what an
sufficient people of all ages and both sexes, important thing it is to have a navy. They
ll1c1uding parents and grandparents, have go away feeling extremely glad that there
'·the sea in their blood". That is, even if are certain folk brave enough and clever
they are not actually professional seafarers enough to man it, and to tackle this
themselves, either they spend their spare extraordinary and mysterious element, the
!ime actually on the sea or thinking about sea, which so many official bodies combine
It, or they hold it in such respect that they to tell them is so difficult and dangerous.
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But there continues to be an inexplicable
shortage of volunteers, and of application
forms cut out of the advertisement columns
of "The Daily Blurb" ,and signed by eager
young men.

For goodness' sake! Let me repeat what
we in the gliding movement believe. We
believe the air is a perfectly natural and
intensely interesting medium that can be
tackled, with ordinary discipline and
intelligence, by the ordinary man or woman.
Our children accordingly take it for granted,
and if they choose it as a C<\,reer, we and they
regard it as a perfectly ordinary and
laudable decision. We believe that "air
mindedness" by definition can .only be
achieved by personal experience of the air.

We believe that the ordinary man can be
trusted to preserve his own neck, and that a
little initiative and adventure for him is the
crying need in this modern overcrowded
world, without which we will before long

become a race of morons watching the
television in their spare time away from the
repetitive work of the mass-production line.
We even go so far as to think that to provide
more opportunities for this, the very few
fields in this country suitable for gliding
should, with advantage to all, be devoted
to this purpose rather than used for growing
a few dozen sheep. We believe that our
attitude, if it could become nation-wide.
would bring about a very important change
for the better in our future prospects as a
first-class nation. And we believe, with
considerable grounds from past experience,
that if the Air Staff were to switch a small
but, over the years. growing proportion of
the money which they at present spend on
advertisements, to the general encourage
ment of our movement, we could Within,
say, 10 years achjeve the popular admiration
of and reverence for the air which at present
the people of ODr islands have for the sea.

------>C><------

Gliding Certificates
Diamond for Goal Flight July

Date of 2444 H. A., Boyce Coventry G.C.
No. Name completion 4991 R. O. 'Turner Oxford G.C.
208 G. H. Stephenson 3.8.53 7071 A. G. Legg No. 89 G.S.

7943 J. M. Maples No. 24 G.S.
Gold C 9366 P. W. Taylor London G.c.

9878 R. A. Laing No. 130 G.S.
14 G. H. Stephenson 3.8.53 11130 V. F. G. Bonnaud

Silver C
London G.C.

12602 H. E. Mills Bristol G.C.
431 E. R. Stow 3.8.53 12708 K. F. Bryant No. 92 G.S.
432 A. R. Adams 1.8.53' 13077 J. Ellis No. 42 G.S.
433 F. C. Worley 26.7.53 13208 A. MacDonald London G.C.
434 R. P. Brown 18.8.53 13697 A. R. C. Lennard
435 R. Sneath 2.9.53 Southdown G.C.
436 L. Gilewicz 16.8.53 13936 G. S. Fitzpatrick Army G.C.
437 D. Riddell 20.9.53 14273 R. Jamieson Derby & Lancs.
438 V. McNabney 3.9.53 14299 D. B. Hales No. 84 G.S.
439 G. Hutt 14.7.53 14533 D. G. T. Hyde London G.C.
440 C. Atkins 4.4.53 14552 R. L. Shadbolt No. 105 G.S.
441 H. Turner 26.8.53 14743 A. J. R. Deacon No. q6.,G.S.

15060 A. G. P. Vaughan
C Certificates 15657

Midland,G.C.
J. H. S. Howard Southdown G.C.

NOTE.-H.C.G.I.S. =Home Command 15990 J. J. Joss Coventry G.C.
Gliding Jnstructors' School 16015 T. R. Inger No. 45 G.S.
(Detling). 16019 P. J. B. Wilby No. 104 G.S.
E.T.P.S.=Empire Test Pilots' 16063 L. S. POU)tOIl London G.S.
School (Farnborough). 16071 M. J. Bindon Midland G.C.
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No. 89 a.s.
\\<essex G.e.

Scottish a.u.
Coventry G.c.

autersloh G.C.
No. 104 a.s.

Midland a.c.
London a.c.
Oxford a.c.
Wessex a.e.

Hq. 2nd T.A.F.
Surreya.e.
Surrey G.c.

E.T.P.S.
Army G.c.

London a.c.
Cel/('G.C.

Scottish a.u.
No. 142 a.s.
No. 142 a.s.

No. 84 G.S.
Surrey & Le.

No. 80 a.s.
No. 80 a.s.

Midland a.c.
No. 161 a.s.
Scottish G.V.
No. 161 a.s.
No. 105 a.s.
No. 80 a.s.

Midland a.c.
Derby & Lancs.

Surrey G.C.
Southdown G.e.

H.e.a.J.S.
No. 130 a.s.

Southdown a.e.
No. 82 G.S.
No. 80 a.s.
No. 22 a.s.

H.e.a.J.S.
London a.c.

Cranwell CoIl.
London a.c.

No. 80 a.s.
Hameln a.c.

Southdown a.c.
R.A.F. Middleton

No. 168 G.S.
Armya.C.

Midland a.c.
Midland a.c.

Derby & Lancs.
R.A.F. Wahn

H.C.a.LS.
No. 84 G.S.

September
1645 R. a. Parker
6119 A. C. Pond

10946 A. F. Flowers
12680 P. M. Berriman
13441 G. H. Truscott
14521 E. M. arant
14976 J. P. WiIliams
15065 J. W. Stafford
15119 D. J. S. Burn
15129 J. J. Dodds
15168 P. S. Bowis
15262 D. B. Foster
15266 E. R. Lane
J5358 R M. Oldershaw
15489 C. R. Faulkner
15497 A. J. F. Cronin
15507 E. J. Lusted
15634 D. S. Stewart
1569\ J. Smith
15750 Joan E. Cloke
15863 W. A. Bosanko
16118 F. J. Staff
16144 M. e. Brown
16245 D. Hinde
16319 A. F. Wright
16407 a. S. Larkins
16475 J. a. M. Reynolds
16588 M. aopp
16596 P. M. Lucas
16792 R. E. Vanson
16867 R. e. Price
16884 C. F. Moss
16945 B. W. Adams
16973 S. B. Wills
17000 R H. Wheatley
17014 E. N. Baig
17035 a. Hutt
17063 W. J. Anderson
17066 F. Mares

16072 E. N. Finch No. 125 a.s.
16149 J. M. Alcock Yorkshire a.c.
16260 T. R. K. Parkes Bristol a.c.
16317 R. H. McArthur No. 183 a.s.
16563 E. C. a. Morgan Oxford a.C.
16524 A. Jerams autersloh a.c.
16535 J. K. Latta Bristol a.c.
16557 P. W. Mead Scharfoldendorf
16590 a. Wilkinson R.A.F. Fassberg
16598 A. R. Wirram London a.c.
16611 E. A. Johnston No. 104 G.S.
16617 A. D. Corbett Scharfo1dendorf
16627 A. Thorpe No. 22 a.s.
August

6065 D. F. Poole No. 18t. a.s.
6132 H. J. Prowse R.A.F. autersloh
8640 T. A. Hendry Scottish a.v.
8882 E. J. Sjoberg Midland a.c.
9165 T. A. F. Sheppard Wessex a.c.
9438 D. F. Clarke No. 5 a.s.

10938 R W. Newstead No. 122 a.s.
11475 K. a. R Hallam R.N.a.S.A.
13027 D. S. Hill Scottish a.v.
13500 J. A. Douglas Midland a.c.
13504 J. W. North Midland a.e.
J3561 R. W. Pembleton Scottish a.v.
14461 H. C. F. Derrick No. 80 a.s.
14562 D. L. Contostavlos London a.e.
14819 B. Stubbs No. 130 a.s.
15288 J.Ivelaw-Chapman No. 80 a.s.
15476 J. M. Fleming Scharfoldendorf
15521 R. B. aodwin-Austen London a.c.
15543 L. A. Macpherson No. 80 a.s.
15945 K. R. Coombs No. 80 a.s.
16032 R. V. Snook No. 80 a.s..
16067 C. E. aoulding No. 80 a.s.
16086 D. C. Hodder No. 89 a.s.
16129 D. M. Burrill No. 31 a.s.
16360 a. C. Hudson Hameln a.c.
16394 R. F. O. Kemp Hameln a.c.
16398 B. Chart Southdown a.c.
16553 A. F. Haye Handley Page October
16575 M. S. Hall Scottish a.u. 9057 D. R. Lowe
16633 R. S. auy Midland a.e. 15721 a. A. Clayton
16671 E. B~ce Midland a.c. 15839 R. Kerr
16675 E. C. Martin Hand1ey Page 16077 L. E. Fletcher
16680 A. H.. Parr Deeside a.A. 16559 P. R. WelIstead
16690 J. K. Cross Scottish a.u. 16566 M. S. Cooke
16691 A. F. Heinzl Scottish a.v. 16577 A. D. Spicer
16696 M. D. Brown Derby & Lancs. 16967 W. J. JalIands
16701 P. J. Partridge RA.F. Luneburg 17069 R. W. Ford
16707 W. B. Harman Surreya.c. 17094 W. V. Wood
16739 B. Perks No. 125 a.s. 17147 J. N. W. Moss
16745 R. S. Rickard Scharfoldendorf 17167 D. J. Streeter
16783 C. W. Hill No. 126 a.s. 17199 B. E. Lastowski
16786 A. A. Keeler London a.C. 17203 H. W. Turner
16789 L. a. Cooper Derby & Lancs. 17213 C. Wright
16812 K. T. Owen London G.C. 17218 J. E. New
16828 G. C. Knowles 2nd T.A.F. 17257 E. E. Elliott
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Another Cloud Street
by Uwe Radok

THIS cloud str~t emerged around 13.'00
hours local time (K) on 22nd August

1952, at about 6,000 ft. in a gradually
clearing sky. By 14.00 K, when the photo
(fig. I) was taken, no cloud remained within
10 miles on either side of the street. The
latter extended for 11 miles upwind
(N.N.W.) from the aerodrome at Cam
bridge, near Hobart, Tasmania, and
retained not only its position but its
structural details until it dissolved around
15.30 K.

The meteorological oonditions are sum.
marized in fig. 2, with the upper winds on
the left and the upper temperatures on the
right. All these data were obtained within
10 miles of the street's loca.tion at various
times during that day and the preceding
one. In the morning the wind showed an
increase from almost nil at the surface to
70 knots. at 5,000 ft., but these differences
were smoothed out rapidly through con
vection and lurbulenc.e, so that, by the time
the street appeared, little shear remained in

evidence. The Hobart radio-sonde later in
the afternoon showed a strong temperature
inversion at 9,000 ft., somewhat higher than
the day before. The balloon rate of ascent
was sensibly constant except for a slight
drop below the inversion.

Around 14.30 K a Tiger Moth aircraft
flew along the street at 3,000 ft. in order to
test the turbulence in the approaches to the
aerodrome. Fairly strong turbulence
(accelerations up to ± 0.8 g, corresponding
to an "equivalent gust velocity" of 20 ft./sec.
was found below the leading edge of the
street" during the cross-wind leg past the
Butler Hill range (cf. fig. 3). Elsewhere
under the street there were downdraughts of
up to J00 ft./minUte.

These downdraughts probably represen
ted the descending branch of a secondary
circulation between the sunJit hills and the
shaded valley below the cloud street. The
initial thermal source of the street itself must
have been the Butler Hill range, whilst its
further growth suggests a train of short lee
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Fig. I-The
cloud street at
14.00 hours,
as seen from
Cambridge,
Tasmania.
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Fig. 2-Meteorological data for Hobart and Cambridge, 22.8.52.
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B.G.A. News

New Records Homologated

FLIGHT Lieu\. A. D. Piggolt and Cadet
Flight Sg\. B. Whatley, flying in a

Sedbergh from Camphill to Grimsby on
27th July, 1953, set up a multi-seater
British National and U.K. Local record for
gain of height, 15,240 feet, and a multi
seater U.K. Local speed record to a lOO-km.
goal, 30 m.p.h.

P. A. Wills, flying a Sky from Camphill
to Speeten on 2Qth July, 1953, set up a
single-seater U.K. Local record for speed
to a loo-'km. goal, 47.7 m.p.h.

Control Z~)nes and Airways
Complaints have been received by Air

Traffic Control. M.C.A., that gliders h.ave
been fiying in Control Zones and in Airways
without observing the rules for V.F.R.
conditions. These mean that aircraft are
flying in conditions of visibility better than
three miles and further from cloud than
2,000 feet horizontally and 500 -feet ver
tically. If aircraft are flying in control
Zones or Airways in visibility less than
three mil'esor nearer to cloud than the
above limits, they are breaking the
regulations.
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Fig 3-Surface contours of the Cambridge
region. Cloud street ShQwn by vertical
shading; aircrafl path by chain-dotted line

with arrows.

waves. Although the clouds lacked a
lenticular shape they remained perfectly
still for over two hours in, a 4Q-knot wind.

The surface configuration seems suitable,
the 2,OOO-ft., Butler Hill range being followed
by a descent to sea levelaod a renewed rise
to 1,200 ft. However, the small wind shear
and the temperature lapse rates would seem
to rule' out Scorer waves. Perhaps the
inversion was responsible, for once.



World Championships Programme

Extracts from Rules and Regulations

EXAMINATION of documentation and
equipment, and Opening Ceremony;

20th July. 1954, 10.00-18.00 hrs. Com
petition days: 21st July to 3rd August
inclusive. Prizegiving: 4th August.

The Competitions will be for the Titles
of World Champion in each of the two
classes, single-seater and multi-seater. They
will be held in accordance with the. Sporting
Code of the F.A.T.

The number of entries is limited to an
approx,imate maximum of 40 aircraft, of
which not more than approximately 25
s'hall be in either the single-seater or multi
seater class. Each National Aero Club may
submit up to five pilots, but if the number of
entries exceed the maximum it will be
necessary to reduce this number. Each
entry may have a crew of four including
pilot(s), and each national team must have
a team manager, who may, if desired, be a
member of one of the crews. No flying
member of a team may be changed after
18.00 hours on 20th July, 1934.

Every pilot taking part in the Champion
ships must be the holder of the F.A.T.
Silver Badge, and a valid F.A.l. Sporting
Licence.

Competitors shall be entered by their
National Aero Club. Final entry forms
must reach the British Gliding Association
not later than the 1st February, 1954. They
must be accompanied by the fonowing fees:
£20 per pilot; £10 per crew member and
team manager. Fees cover launching and
food and accommodation throughout the
Championships.

Team members who wish to attend the
practice period must advise the B.G.A. by
1st April, 1954, giving date of arrival.
Notice must be accumpanied by the fee:
35s. per day per head. This fee cuvers
launching and board and lodging on the site.

Accommodation will be provided in one
caravan and one tent per each entry.
Accommodation in caravans and tents is
Dot ordinarily available to visitors who are
not members of a competing team. A list
o(hotels in the neighbourhood will be sent
on request, and visitors must make their

own arrangements direct with the hotels, or
their own travel bureaux.

Each glider must be insured for third
party risks to the minimum indemnity of
£10,000, for damage to property, or
persons, with underwriters who are
repr~nted in the United Kingdom. The
insurance can be arranged by the organisers
for entrants at a premium of £4 15s. for
each aircraft. Each towing car and trailer
must be insured to the minimum lndemnhy
of £10,000 in case of damage to properly.
and to an unlimited amount in the case of
injury to persons as required by the Road'
Traffic Act of the United Kingdom.

The following equipment is necessary:
aircraft; oxygen (optional, but recom
mended); radio (optional).

The organisers will endeavour to loan
competitors gliders, trailers and tow-cars,
if they are unable to bring their own.
providing they give notice to the B.G.A. of
their requirements not later than December
15th, 1953. Trailers will not be loaned in
cases where competitors supply their own
gliders. Borrowers will meet the cost of
insurance, which will be about £15-£25.
This premium, together with £10 excess
required by the insurers, must be deposited
with the organisers within one month of the
organisers notifying the competitor that a
glider will be available. The £10 excess
deposit will be refunded if the aircraft is
undamaged'. '

A pilot cannot replace his aircraft once
the Meeting has started, unless it is damaged
through no fault of the pilot or of his
assistants. Any parts thereof may, however,
be replaced except complete fuselage or
either wing. Doubtful cases will be referred
to the stewards.

Flight equipment: serviceable parachute;
first-aid kit; valid F.A.l. Sporting Licence;
aircraft logbook; valid Certificate of Air
worthiness; maps (maps, 1- inch to the mile.
will be supplied free to those requiring
them). A barograph need not be carried;
however, for the establishment of a National
or International Record, a calibrated and
sealed barograph is a necessity (facilities
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for calibration will be available after the thread. Motor fuel will be available on the
flight). aerodrome.

Car and trailer: an information sheet Time table: breakfast, 07.30-09.00 hours;
covering United Kingdom road reguLations briefing, 09.30; lunch, 12.00-14.30
will be sent. (sandwich lunch will be provided if

Radio: negotiations with the licensing required); evening meal, 18.00-20.00.
authorities are still proceeding, and the Briefing will take place in English, French
following information is subject to alter- and German. English will be the official
ation. language of the Meeting. All rules and

Radio-telephone communication will be regulations will be published in French and
pennitted between gliders and their English. Any crew desiring the attachment
retrieving cars and/or the Camphill site, in of an Interpreter should make appkation
the frequency band 128-132 Mc/s. The at the time of submitting the final entry
power of the ground station shall not exceed form.
15 watts, and that of the airborne station The following taska may be set:-
I watt. The transmitters must be crystal·
controlled; amplitude modulation shall be (a) Compulsory: I. Distance flights.
used. The ground-to-air and air-to-ground . H. Race over a course
links. must operate on the same frequency. fixed by the
No operators' licences or certificates will be Organisers.
necessary. (b) Optional: 1. Goal flights to

Any competitor wishing to use frequency goal fixed by pilot.
modulation or to operate on a frequency H. Triangular race.
other than in the above band must notify
the B.G.A. by not later than 15th December, Each class shall be set one task on any
1953; no guarantee is given that such one day, but the two classes may each be
operation will be permitted, though every required to carry out a separate task if the
effort will be made to obtain the approval weather conditions make it desirable in the
of the licensing authority. Sp:>t frequencies opinion of the Organisers.
near 72, 85, 126 and 160 Mc/s may be The Meeting comprises a maximum of 8
available; operation between 30 and 70 competition days for each class, in a period
Mc/s will no! be possible. If many com- of 14 days. It shall not be deemed a World
petitors intend to use radio, it may be Championship for either class unless com
necessary for the organisers to allocate one petitions for that class shall have been held
frequency to each team. If this is done,' on at least 4 days. The Clerk of the Course
ample notice will be given to allow the shall decide whether a Competition Day
necessary crystals to be obtained. shall be announced; he cannot do so if one-

Launching will be by winch. Gliders third or more of the pilots from either class,
must be fitted with suitable hooks and having flown more than 100 miles on the
should provide their own cable attachment previous day in tasks (a)I (b)I, have not
links. returned to the starting point.

All retrieving will be by road, and the A day shall not be counted as a Com-
pilot must accompany his team on retrieves. petition Day for a class unless each pilot in

that class has, as far as the Clerk of the
An exception will be made in the event of a Course is concerned, been given at least one
cross-channel flight. opportunity to take off; and unless at least

The Organisers reserve the right to cancel 25 % of the pilots in that class have scored
the Meeting if unforeseen circumstances points.
arise. or the number of entries is ex- Launches will be available daily between
::eptiQnally low, and to discontinue the 10.30 and 18.00 hours. No competition
Meeting if unforeseen circumstances outside may be announced later than 13.00houJ"S.
theitoontrol should necessitate such action. The Clerk of the Course may temporarily

Certain repair facilities and basic prohibit launching if conditions are such as
materials such as fabric, plywood, glue and to make flying unsafe, even if some pilots
paint, will be available on the site. Refilling have already taken off. He may, at his
of oxygen bottles will be possible, providing discretion, rule that the day shall still be
each crew brings an adaptor to fit a filling deemed a competition day for one or both
bottle with a t-inch British Gas right-hand classes.
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Airspeeds and Fumble Factors
by J. C. Neilan

I F we study Diag,ra~ I, ~hich most o~ you
have seen before, It will become eVIdent

that regardless of how badly you circle, and
of how much you have increased your
sinking speed in circling flight due to bank
and "g", the choie<; of the best cruising
speed for use between thermals, and t~
mean airspeed resulting, depend only on
your achieved Rate of Climb. The only
difference that bad circlin.g has is to reduce
your achieved rate of climb, and you will be
annoyed to be outclimbed in the same
thermal by a better pilot, who will achieve
a better climb rate, and therefore will use a
higher cruising speed with impunity, and
achieve a greater mean airspeed across
countI)'.

As no one goes about measuring up
Cllrrent strengths, but only observing
achieved rates of climb, this makes it quite
unnecessary to complicate the calculations
by asking what thermal strength will
produce a mean cruising speed of so-and-so
roUes per hour, because the only answer to
that is that it depends who is in the cockpit.
For normal cross-country flying, including
racing, out-and-return and triangular
courses, the only information that the pjlot
can uSe is his own achieved rate of climb,
and that is all that is necessary. Much has
been said on how to estimate your rate of
climb from casual glances at the variometer,
but the truth is that all such estimates are
highly unreliable, and there is only one way
of finding out with any certainty, and that is

to adopt Lorne Welch's technique of carry
ing a knee pad on which to record tbe actual
time and height of entering and of leaving
all thermals. The subsequent mental
arithmetic required to find tbe rate of climb
is quite easy, and there are no corrections
to make for anything, provided the per
forma,nce curve used for the computations
of the optimum airspeeds is reasonably close
t6 the performance of the glider itself.

The optimum cruising airspeed and the
mean airspeed it will produce are got from
diagram 1 by drawing a tangent to the
performance curve from any selected value
of Rate of Climb. I find it easier to use a
perspex ruler with a straight line scribed
down the middle, and where the Jices a.t each
inch (or whatever) cross this line, they form
an easy guide to determining the actual
point of tangency Oil a rather flat curve.
The accuracy of the point can be further
checked by calculations on the lines of
those shown in Table I, which Were made in
order to find out the effect on mean airspeed
of variations of actual cruising speed.
Before further discussion of this point it
might be as well to mention brieflY the
theory of Optimum Cruising Speeds based
on Rate of Climb.
. The system is only applicable to purely
tbermal flying in which time is used in
climbing in thermals, and the height so
gained is lost in flying to the next one. The
stronger the thermals, the quicker one can
afford to cruise between them. The speed

DIAGRAM 1
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for maximum gliding distance is only used
when the rate of climb is nil. At any other 45""
time a higher speed should be used, and will
be justified by the expected exploitation of
further thermals. If no further thermals are
expected then you revert to using the best 40
gliding speed to cover the ground.

To return to the discussion of the required
accuracy, it can be seen from Table I that
use of a cruising speed within 5 m.p.h. of
the optimum has only a very small effect on
the achieved mean airspeed, the reason
being that the time saved in achieving say a
50 ft/min. increase in rate of climb is large VM
compared with that saved in pushing the
speed up by 2 m.p.h. odd, which would be
the corresponding new cruising speed. This
only confirms what Lorne Welch has been
saying for years-panaceas are all very well,
but the real benefit only comes from
achieving a better rate of climb, which
means improving the thermalling technique
by getting quicker into the best lift, staying
in it better, and quicker decisions to get on
with the flight and not hang on to the last
shreds of lift unnecessarily. The use of the
correct cruising airspeed affects the mean
airspeed by only one or two tenths of a mile
per hour at Iow rates of climb, whereas the speed for best L/D, can see from this
achieving of another 25 ft/min. rate of diagram how right they are at low rates of
climb will increase it by about 2 m.p.h. climb, up to about 150 ft/min.; but examin-

In nearly all average British conditions, ation of the higher rates, e.g. 500 ft/min.,
you could cruise the Olympia anywhere shows that they are penalising themselves by
between 50 and 60 m.p.h. without making about 6 m.p.h. by sticking to a cruising
much difference to the mean airspeed. speed of 45 m.p.h. when conditions are
However, don't get the idea tbat I have really good.
suddenly become anti-panacea. I think it is You enter this diagram with the achieved
most useful to have them, so that you can rate of climb, choose from it the best A.S.I.
check up on how you are performing. for cruising, and finish up with the mean
Besides, I like playing about with them and airspeed that you should achieve by using
thinking up better ones. it or any variation from it you might use.

Diagram 2 is the result of working out a What you are ultimately interested in,
series of calculations on the lines of Table I. however, is groundspeed, and as it com
Those who are nQt yet sold on the Optimum plicates the diagram a thousandfold to
AirsJ)@ed Theory, but always cruise at the include on it the effects of wind, the best

Table 1

I Time I Time Distance I I
Climbing IDescending covered I Total

R/C I~OOOft~~_V_s_:__I_,OOO__f_t._-:_a_t_sp_e_e_d_V_.s_ ~~~_I__~~__
100 I 10.0 45 I 178 5.62 4.21 15.62 16.16

50 204 4.9 4.08 14.9 16.45
- 55 238 4.2 3.85 14.2 16.3

I 60 282 3.55 3.55 13.55 15.7
I
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thing is to apply to the mean airspeed what
ever is the head or tail wind component
applicable to your flight, and this will be
your groundspeed. No attempt has been
made to allow for downcurrents, although
these are frequently found. The reason
for this is that in the majority of cases you
are already crllising fa-ster than the best
"red ball" speed, but if you wish there is
very little lost by adding on another 5-10
m.p.h. for the duration of the sink.

The effect of altitude on optimum
cruising speed is nil. The sinking speed is,
of course, increased, and the True Airspeed
also increases by the same factor, the gliding
angle remaining the same. The result of the
higher True Airspeed during the cruising
perioos is to raise the Mean Cross-country
Airspeed slightly, amounting very roughly
to an increment of I m.p.h. per 5,000 ft.; so
strictly speaking if you want to use diagram
2 for computing fumble factors, you should
make it out on the basis of the peJ"fonnan~

curve for your Mean Cruising Altitude,
which you hope will be about 4,000 ft.
Rather than draw another performance
curve, it is easier merely to multiply both
the Airspeed and the Sinking Speed by the
relative Airspeed Factor, known to
mathematical genii as one over the square
root of sigma, or T.A.S. over LA.S., the
factor for 4,000 ft. being 1.061 in the
International Standard Atmosphere, or
about 1.078 fOf the equally hypothetical
atmosphere known ;is English Summer
Conditions, which allots a temperature of
16.4°C. to ,that heigbt.. This factor, in
cidentally, is what one sets one's computer
to when converting Rectified Air Speed to a
True Air Speed by seuing Air Temperature
against Pressure Altitude in the little sub
s;::~le.

That more or less completes discussion of
the best cruising speed to uS.e. The thing to
remember is that rate of climb is. more
important than cruising speed, but having

found out what you have achieved, you
might just as well use the best speed for that
rate and get 'the benefit of the odd half
mile-an-hour or so, but basically the thing
is to improve your rate of climb.

If you are content with your estimations
of Rate of Climb, go ahead and good luck
to you_ Your inaccuracy will only affect
your own performance. But if you would
really like to get things right, get yourself a
knee pad, which can be quite simple, and
rule it with four Hnes to form five columns.
the last one being the widest for general
observations. The fir.;t four should be
headed Time, Height, Height, Time,
respectively, the first two referr,ing to the
time and height of joining a thermal, and
the other two to leaving it. Having been a
test pilot for many years I find no difficulty
in using a pad; it's only a matter of getting
used to it, and having one that is. comfort
able and easY to use. Whenever you get
some green ball and start to circle, take .a
quick glance at the clock and the altimeter
and remember what they say by repeating it
to yourself, e·.g. thirty-five, twenty-seven
hundred.. Don't try to write it down until
you have got comfortably settled in your
thermal, and goillg roumd in Dice st,eady
circles. Then swop hands on the stick and
get the pencil out and scribble 35 2700 in
the first two columns. It's easier when
leaving the thermal because you don't have
to concentrate so much on your flying. At
this stage you have not got time to work out
yOIlT rate of climb so settle arbitnirily on a
speed or 55 m.. p.h. (for Olympias~work it
out yourself for others), and then start your
mental arithmetic on lines such as this:
2700 rrom 3650 equals 950 ft., 35 from 40
equals 5 minutes, :5 into 950 goe~ one-nine-O.
Fifty-five. m.p.h.. is near enough the best
airsJX~d for that rate.

The only other performance data you
need. for getting the most out of your air
craft is a gliding performance chart, \(i!

Table 2

I
Time to I Distance
descend coveted

Wind A.S.1. GIS VS 6,000 ft. at G/S
------------------- -----~-

Head 10 47.6 37.6 191

I
31.4 19.7

Calm 45 45 178 33.7 25.3
Tail 10 42.7 52.7 170 3D 31.0

I--
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fumble factor to the lowest possible. There
will, of course, always be a fumble factor,
some of it due to your ineptness in locating
the best part of the thermal. This you will
not know about unless someone shows you
up by outclimbing you in the same thermal.
But you will be able to check up on your
achieved groundspeed as against the
theoretical groundspeed for your achieved
rate of climb. and you will then find, as I
have found, that there is still far too much
time being wasted going the wrong way to
look for lift that isn't there anyway. You
can define your fumble factor for cruising
as the percentage difference between what
you achieved as groundspeed, and what it
should have been with the rate of climb
achieved. It is quite a pleasant way of
spending a winter evening analysing your
last season's flights and seeing if you can
find the reason why you didn't do better.

Symbols
=Rate of Climb, in feet per

minute.
=Sinking speed of glider, in feet

per minute.
=Cruisingspeed between thermals

in m.p.h.
= Mean cross-country airspeed in

m.p.h.
=Best cruising airspeed to achieve

highest Vm .
=Ground speed, equals airspeed

plus or minus tailor head com
ponent of wind speed.

=Gliding angle or ratio of height
lost to distance travelled.

G/S

show you how far you can glide from what
height in what wind and at what airspeed
in a straight glide. Diagram J is used for
this, the tangents being drawn from
different points along the horizontal axis to
find the speeds for different head or tail
wind components. The results are tabulated
as in Table 2 in order to get the information
necessary from drawing Diagram 3. This
is then used for deciding when you can
abandon cruising technique for the final
spurt to the finishing line in a race (strangely
enough the "spurt" is lower than your
cruising speed was but gets you there
quicker because you don't have to waste
any more time circling to gain height), or in
non-competitive flying it will show you if
you are within gliding range of the aero
drome. You can build into this chart a
"safety height" to suit your own ideas on
the s·ubject. Allowance for downcurrents is
again not made because it would mean
making a selection of different charts for
different wind conditions, and is not very
practical. It is easier when downcurrents
are anticipated to use the line calcul.ated
for the next mo.re adverse wind condition
.and leave it at that. There is your built-in
safety height available alsQ for mis
calculations or misfortunes unforeseen. The
line representing the calm air performance
should be marked a different colour from
the others for easy identification.

With. Diagram 2 stuck on one side of the
cockpit, and Diagram 3 stuck on the other.
and a knee pad strapped to your leg, and
your map with distances marked along the
track line, you are all set for reducing your

4000 1----il--f.--,i~~4"'--?"'1f-:,.<C-+--I_-+-_1

3000 1--+-f-,4y.<:~7of:""--I--+---+---t---1

2.000
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Soaring Instruments

by Flight-Lieut. A. D. Piggott

A "sense" unit is mounted in each
wing-tip and is connected to a simple
indicator in the cockpit. The wing-tip units
contain a small thermopile with hundreds
of junctions of two dissimilar metals. The
current generated by the thermopile is fed
to the instrument and a comparison is made
of the terr\lJerature of the air at each wing
tip. The needle of the instrument points
towards the warmer wing. The beauty of
this instrum::nt is 1hlt it requires no batteries
and suffers no errors during turns or changes
of speed.

A few weeks ago some flights were made
in good soaring conditions and it was found
possible to detect a thermal at considerable
range. This result came as a pleasant
surprise as we had only expected to obtain
readings when almost in contact with the
main body of the thermal. Usin.g this
Thermal Detector, Mr. Temple was able to
predict the position of thermals and fly into
them, also to direct a second pilot into them
without any difficulty.

Tlile significance of these results is very
grea,t: if a themlal can be detected at 50
feet, the chances of using it are immediately
trebled! In favourable conditions with the
greater range ,already obtained, it should be
almost impossible to miss the thermals on a
good day. Not only will this type of instru
ment help a pilot to find a thermal, but it
wm reduce the skill required to soar in
thermals by enabling the most inexperienced
pilot to turn towards the centre of the
thermal every time. It promises to be a
great bell' for the pundits flying at higher
cruisi.ng speeds by giving indications of
near-by thermals which would otherwise go
unlilot,ked.

We have also been experimenting wit,h
instantaneous-reading variometers and have
now sufficient experience with their use to
give a fair assessment of their value.

At first, it takes some time to get used to
the apparently contradictory readings of a
Cosim Variometer and a variometer without
any lag. Using the recently publicised
Temple Variometer* it is usual to find that
it shows a loss of height on one side of the

*GUDING, Autumn, 1953, p. 118.
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P ROGRESS in glider instruments has been
very slow during the past few years and,

apart from the total-energy variometer,
there bave been few real advances. Of
course, there are some glider pilots who like
to think of ~aarjng as an art which should
not be made too easy, and that the pI'esent
aids are quite suflkient.

Howev,er, if the gliding moven~.nt is to
expand, soaring must be made easier so that
many more people will be encouraged to
continue gliding after their first few solo
flights.

The problem of thermal soaring efficiently
involves mOI'e than the ability to fly the
glider well, and to read and react to the
readings of the variometer. The prime
neressity seeOlS to be a good sense o["feel",
and tbis quality may take year> of practice
for some pilots to develop. Recent tests at
the Home Command Gliding Instructors'
School at Detling with eXJ'Crimental vari·
Ometers and othe.r aids have shown that this
sense of "feel" fOF lift and s:ink is essential
for etfu;ient soaring, and that it is this
quality which makes ihe good soaring pilot.

The sense of "feel" greatly influences the
chances of finding a thermal because it
makes the pilot aware of the presence of
near-by lift and helps him to make the right
decision to turn towards the thermal so that
contact is made.

The need for this sense of "feel", which
take.s such a long time to acquire, seems to
be one of tbe greatest stumbling blocks on
t'he road to easy s1)aring for all. The other
major problem is, of course, to nnd ,a
thermal..

During the past year we have been
attempting to solve tbese two problems.

The principle of looking for thermals
with temperature-measuring instruments is
an old one and has been tried out by
numer~us experimenters. Few of them
appear to have persisted in theirexperimenls;
and their lack of success seems to have been
because of poor sensitivity, lag in recording,
or the complexity of the instrument.
Recently, however, we have been trying out
tests with an instrument devised by Mr.
Peter Temple, and have had most encour
aging results.



\
\

turn when the normal v,ariometer- is reading
a steady two feet per second climb. The
fact is that the glider is not accurately
centred in the thermal and that after re
centring on the other variQmetec a definite
increase in rate ofclimb is obtained. Clearly
the difference in thermal soaring efficiency
of two good pilots is in their ability to' centr~
mOre accurately than is possible by vari
met~r readings alone. The skill in thermal
soaring is in interpreting the surges of lift by
sense or "fee'" and in centring on them
accurately. Most of the types ofvariometers
in use to-day can only give a very general
picture of the lift in a thermaL

An instantaneous-reading variometer can
tru,ly be said to take ,away the need fora
good sense of "feel". Each surge of lift
showson the variometeras, it is felt, and the
USE> of such an instrument greatly reduces
the fatigue of soaring in difficult con<litions.

It might be better to have such an
instrument indicating the lift by a changing
note so that the pilot's attention is attracted
when lift is encountered. The main difficulty
in doing this is the complicated electronic
equipment necessary.

The Temple Variometer has virtually no

lag and has a most useful clatter of the relay
in lift, compared with a quiet clicking noise
in. sink. This attracts attention when lift is
encountered and also allows the pilot to
refax more and use his sense of hearing to
some ext.ent. This instrument was found to
be of great value in weak wave lift due to its
high sensitivity" when other variometers
gave no indication.

There must be many more experiments on
these lines of which little has been published.
It would be most useful to hear of them and
compare results. I consider this field is most
promising from t.be point of view of raising
the general standard of soaring in this
country and it offers hopes of drastically
red.ucing the flying experience required to
reach cross-country soaring standard.

We have been most fortunate in obtaining
official support for flying tests on the new
instruments designed by Mr. Temple, and it
is, fitting that the A.T.e. Gliding Instructors'
School should take an active interest in all
new developments which might result in
better gliding instruction.

Perhaps this article will inspire fresh
attempts to provide the instruments we need
to make soaring easier for all.

-------:>C><-------

On Finding a Thermal
by Peter Temple

I T appears li~ely ~hat whe,:! a thermal is
born, the air which first flSes does so at

a comparatively low speed"soon dispersing
and being pushed to the sides by the follow
ing, faster-moving air forming the main
body of the thermal; the dispersed air, and
the remains of preceding thermal bubbles
from the same source, therefore cause a
temperature gradient over considerable
lateral distances.

It is possible that a gradient is also caused
by friction between rising warm air and
relatively still cold air causing the outer
surface of the thermal to be retarded and
become mixed with the surfaoe of the air
through which it is travelling; moreover,
some cold air will mix with. and be accel
erated by, the outer surface of the rising
air-a phenomenon, incidentally, which

would help to account for the increase of
diameter of a thermal with height.

It was this assumption, that the temper
ature gradient around a thermal covers a
wide area, which led to the decision to make
some sensitive thermopiles (a number of
junctions of a pair of dissimilar metals)
with the object of locating thermals.

The first thermopile was made as a single
unit, one set of junctions being fed with air
from a pitot head; this air was then passed
to a small ins.ulated chamber and then to the
second set of junctions, thus giving an
indication of the temperature of where one
is, compared with where one was a pre
determined distance ago. This distance lag
could be varied by altering the volume of
the insulated chamber.

The results with this unit in flight were
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surprisingly good-when there were any
thermals about. There were, however, two
disadvantages:-

J-under ridge or wave soaring conditiolils
it was as likely to guide one out of the
lift as into it, and

2-it was a full-time occupation for the
passenger to interpret the indications
and navigate the pilot into a thermal.

These flights were so promising that it was
decid~ to make two more thermopiles and
mount them on the wing-tips, having them
so interconnected, that the indication given
was of the difference of temperature between
them. In flight this proved 10 be very
satisfactory; after a suitable technique had
been evolved it was possible for the pilot 10
read and interpret the instrument without
!he. he/.p of a passenger. On receiving an
mdlcallon, a 45° turn would be madt> in the
appropriate direction, after which the
pointer would return to zero; after flying a
further distance-usually 100 yards to half
a mile-a second indication and a 45° turn
wou'ld be made, almost invariably s,traight
into the thermal. At one time dwring trials
it was possible to locate and use a thermal.
and after gaining height, dive out of and
away from it, tum, locate it again and use
it (it was believed to be the same ooe).

During a flight when being flown by an
experienced pilot~who was not used tE)
soa,ring-I was able, by usimg thermopiles
for left-and-right and fore-and-aft, and also
an electric variometer and a "Cvsim" total.
encrgy variometer, to' talk the pilot into
thermals, and after about an hour's
experience predict fairly closely ttoe rate or
lift we would find when we got there.

If one uses a differential thermopile (left
and right) and flies straight into a thermal,
or the same distance between two thermals
of equal strength" or at such a position
between two unequal thermals that there is
no difference of temperature (or the
difference'is less tham 0.005°C), there will be
no indication; but it is ~tremely unlikely
for a glider to travel past thermals without
obtaining some indication either when
approaching or when leaving them.

When flying ,a hi,gh-performance sailp'lane
at high speed from one thermal to what is
believed .to be th~ next, there is with
existing instruments no indjcation that one
is passing near a moderate or weak thermal,
but if one uses a differential thermopile it
alone will give an indication of the presence

of such a thermal.
There has been a number of not very

successful attempts to make instruments for
locating thermals. A difficulty has been
time lag, and to overcome this most of
them have involved some form of electrical
thermometry. Of those which used a
thermopile the makers apparently found it
difficult to ma~e a compact instrument with
sufficient junctions to give the required
sensitivity; also, the bulk of material which
had to be either warmed or cooled caused a
considerable time lag. (The finest wire used
was apparently 0.001 in.. diameter.) Another
electTical method tried was passing a heating
current th~ough a resistance wire which was
assumed to be cooled in proportion to the
tempetature of the air passing over it; when
this was put into practice it was found that
during a turn the inside wing-tip which was
lower (and slower) indicated a higher air
temperature, and it was therefore assumed
that the effect of temperature gradient with
height would mask lateral temperature
gradient due to a thermal. This was an
incorrect assumption; the cause of the
indication of higher temperature on the
inner wing-tip was due to the lower air
velocity the~e during a turn.

It was found that by using a thermopiJe
with several hundred pairs of junctions in
series, made of wire considerably finer than
that used before, sufficient sensitivity was
obtained to give a deflection of 'i in. of the
poin!er of the indicator when approximately
400 yards from a thermal which, when
entered, gave a lift of 10 ft. per second in a
Sedbergh. Use of this fine wire for the
junctions so reduced the time Jag that, upon
noting. an indication and turning 45°, the
indicator returned to zero before the glider
was levelled out.

The total weight of the two wing-tip
elements and COCkpit indicator is 7t ounces.
The elements are I! in. diameter by 2i ins.
long, and it is proposed to make some mare
with 1,500 J'ajrs of junctions, ,g, ,in. diameter
by I I ins. long. These instruments are quite
robust; one was fitted. to a glider which
landed on the remains of a waU, When the
floor and seats collapsed but none of the
instruments w.as affected.

When 'flying in ridge or wave lift with
thermopiles it is usual to get a number of
indications which, if followe<1 up, do not
usually, as with thermals, lead to lift. This
could be the basis of interesting and useful
research.
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Long M ynd Waves Summarized
by John Hickling

AP.ART fr?m isolated instances before and
Immediately after the war, wave explor

ation did not become recognised as a fa.irly
regular means of altitude, and to a lesser
extent distance soaring until recent Years.

A nine~ay camp for club ,and visiting
pi.lots held in September 1948 was the first
occasion that full use WaS made of this
condition by aU cOrners.

Since then waves have breeD contacted in
winds from all points of the compass. The
most recent development has been the
utilisation of lee wa\<cs produced by winds
in the easterly sector blowing down the
Long Mynd escarpment itself (see GLIDING.,
Autumn 1953, pp. 128-131).

The picture so formed from our experi-,
ences points conclusively to the fact that
winds from the W.N.W.•N. sector produce
the most consistent and best conditions, as

in fact they do for all other forms of soaring'
Table 1 illustrates this point (only flights
above 10,000 ft. a.s.l. included).

The asterisk against the flights made by
Prestwich and Pickup indicates that their
climbs. were deliberately cut short, even
though the rate of climb was in eac,h case
undiminished at 10-15 ft/sec., because of
sheer exposure in the first case and gathering
darkness in the second.

Flights of note have also been accom
plished in other wind directions, as is shown
in Tllhle H.

What of the future? It is the writer's
opinion that to date we have only just begun
to, use what is perhaps a very frequent
phenomenon, but progress will only come
about if we can provide gliding facilities on
every f1yable day throughout the year, and
make available a towing aeroplane.

Table I

Maximum Wind in wave Wind on sit:! IDate Pi/ot(s) Aircraft Height (ft) Direction and speed (k/~)

16.3.49 Neill · . · . Olympia 13,500 N.N.W./30 N.N.W./20-25I

3.7.'51
Carrow · . · . Olympia 10,400 N.~.W./35 " ,Yates ·. · . Olympia 11,300 W.N.W./35 W.N.W./15 I

22.3.52 Prestwich and Risk T-21b 13,000* N.W./35 N.W./25
I1.1 i:52

McDougall · . Prefect 11,000 N.W./35 N.W./25
Prestwich .. · . Olympia 14,000 N.W./35 W.N.W./20

I
"

Pickup ·. · . Olympia 14,500* N.W./40 N.W./IO

"
Testar and Maxam T-21b 10,600 N.W./40 N.W./IO

"
Hickling and Jones Venture 11,000 N.W./40 N.W./IO

31.5.53 Horrell ·. · . Olympia 11,300 N.N.W./40 N./30

\
"

Hickling · . · . Olympia 11.000 N.N.W./40 N./30

Table II

Maximum Wind in wave Wind on si/e IDate Pilot Aircraft Hdgh/(ft) Direclion and speed (kts)

15.9.46 Thwaite · . · . Petrel 9,600 W./25 W./15
24.8.48 Sanders · . · . Olympia 9,000 W.S.W./35 S.W./25
14.8.49 Testar · . .. Olympia 12,300 W./IO W./I0
18.3.53 Neumann .. ·. Prefect 6,600 E./25 E./25
20.6.53 Prestwich .. .. Olympia 8,800 S./20 S./10

I I --
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North Wind Wave
by John Hickling

THE flight made by the writer on 30th
May, 1953 is an example of the bigger

wave system encountered in the northerly
sector.

Quite a boisterous day had developed,
following a morning's and early afternoon's
pleasa:nt and uneventful hill-soaring, and
the wind that had beel'l W.N.W., 20 knots,
now veered almost due north. Hill-soaring
instruction in T-21b had to be abandoned
at 16.00 hrs. because of the gale-force wind
of 40 knots and violent turbulence that
accompanied it-in fact, all flying ceased
for about half-an-hour and aircraft were
securely picketed down.

There was very little cloud anywhere
except., tantalisingly, not far away to the
north, where a cloud street, that dis
appeared into the north-western horizon
and ended a few miles down wind, s.eemed
to offer prospects of good thermal soaring.

Blue Olympia and I were duly lauoched
to 1,100 ft. at 16.25 hrs. and, amazing as it
may seem, T was able to maintain this
height all the way along the west-facing
northern half of the Long Mynd in what
appeared to be broken thermal. I failed to
make contact with the cloud street as such,
but succeeded in thermaTling at between
2,500 ft. and 3,500 ft. a.s.l. under bits of
cloud along its edge, all the time being able
to maintain a ground position against the
strong wind.

After two hours ofthis rough but pleasant
flying, I returned southwards 3 miles and
entered the circuit for a landing, but noticed
that whereas earlier, flying T-21b, I had
been glad of the Sutton harness, the air now
appeared to be quite steady and to my
delight the green ball showed a regular
2 ft/sec. up. I extended my downwind leg
one mile to Myndtown without hesitation,
as even with a north wind there is always
reasonable hill lift there, should I lose some
of my 1,200 ft. of spare height. By working
hard for 20 minutes I improved my altitude
to 5,000 ft. a.s.l. and was pleased to s.ee that
the club Olympia was on its way to join me
(time now being 18.10) with John Hurrell
aboard.. The position of the wave was
roughly Myndtown-Bishops 'Castle, and up
to now it was not marked in any way by

cloud.
Lift improved to 5 ft/sec. and stayed so,

and it was now possible to see that the
cloud street, that still survived to the north,
had developed a 9O-degree bend (across
wind) north of Welshpool. The cumulus
tops visible looked typically lifeless as is
usual under these conditions.

At 7,500 ft. the Aer Lingus Bristol
Freighter passed by, giving me quite a kick
some minutes after its passing-a kick
resembling a very heavy landing!

Cloud coverage increased rapidly as the
climb continued, and the wave now became
quite marked as the usual patch of
orographic~typ<: cumulus fonned near the
south tip of the Mynd. The cloud street
seemed to have been engulfed in masses of
flat strato-cu to the north and indicated
further waves upwind by well-spaced holes.
The wind direction had, jf anything, backed
with height and now appeared to be
N.N.W.-N.W. and the velocity only slightly
increased at 40 knots.

At 11,000 ft. the rate of elimb dropped to
zero and so did my hopes oJ Gold C heights.
I searched east and west with no improve
ment but learned later that Hurrell had
been able to reach 11,300 ft. in a position
immediately to my rear (that's why I could
not see him).

I burned off 5,000 ft. trying to reach the
next hole up-wind, but this proved strangely
unco-operative, and so I returned to the
original wave where I joined David Dick in
the Sky and climbed back to 8,000 ft. The
landing was eventually made at 20.35 hrs.

This flight emphasises the need for pilots
to be able to recognise the symptoms of
wave system influence. I eventually
recognised the set-up, but how long had it
been working before I used it? The periodic
surges of green ball found early in the first
part of t~ flight were taken to be tbermal,
but on reflection could it have been?

The surging and, at times, violent lift
mentioned above is very much a character
istic of the wave bottom; lift rarely smooths
out and becomes consistent until heights of
the order of 3,000-5,000 ft. a.s.I. are
reached (see A. Pickup's article in GLIDING,
Winter 1952-53, p. (64).
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South Wind Wave
by R. H. Prestwich

0 " the evening of 20th June, a wave
forming in a south wind was contacted

for the first time. Acting on a hunch, and
also thinking that a bottom retrieve would
be quite fun, I had several high winch
launches in Blue Olympia throughout the
day, each time feeling around over the
Church Stretton valley.

On the fifth launch I headed straight for
the south end at 55-60 m.p.h., sinking like a
brick the whole way and passing over the
edge at about 200 ft., all boats being
thoroughly burned. By then I had struck
no sink, and then gradually started working
up a bit of lift near Mr. Hardwick's private
c1aptraps. Turning S.E. I found better lift
out over the valley, about two miles S.E. of
the end of the Mynd. This gradually
increased 'Up to 10 ft/sec. and! reall)' began
to feel tflat I wasn't going to the bottom
after .all. At 2,000 ft. (all heights are above
the Mynd, 1,400 fL a.s.l.) r was sitting in
front. of the first wave cloud., watching the
T-21 then tbeCreamOlympiajoin me in the
wave. Still cJimbing, I headed west again,
and at 4,500 ft. passed another wave cloud,
rather smaller than the first one below it,
but still well-defined. Above me was total
cover on which I eventually bumped my
head at 7,000 ft.

Having visions of bursting through cover
into clear air, with the sky the limit, I
switched on the horizon and entered cloud.
Twenty minutes later I was still only at
7,400 ft., in failing lift, so I opened the
brakes and cleared cloud at 6,500 Ft. By
some amazing coincidence I was still
approximately where I intended to be.

Deeiding it was time to explore. I headed
west in no sink at 60 m.p.h. The wave
stretched for miles, slowly curling south
wards like a half moon. Along this I flew
until r was about 10 miles S.W.of Corndon,
and about 10 miles W. of Bishops Castle.
Lift was failing here, so I turned about and
came home, on the way meeting Cream-O
frown b)' Bruc.e Bowdler. Together we flew
<!long the wave, passing south of the Mynd
over Craven Arms, aod then on to Brown
Cl.ee. I lost Bruce here, but eventually saw
him aga.in about 5 miles south of me: over
Ludlow. I .followed him out, flying in one
of the biggest areas of no-sink that I have
ever found, and finally caught him up over
Caynham. He seemed to be determined to
carry on to Cornwall or somewhere, so I
left him to it and came home. The wave
cloud had by then moved back a couple of
miles, so I was abk to get in very easily,
without descending through cloud.

In the various wave flights I have made,
I have never seen such a long wave dQud.
I must have flown along it for almost 40
miles, alld am sure I could have gone furthe.r
if I bad not wasted time trying to climb
thrQugh cloud, However, by the time I was
at the west end of the wave, the lift had
stopped, although the clOUd still looked
quite useful. This flight makes me realise
what we have been missing, sitting on the
ground waiting for west winds in stable
conditions. However, now that we know
that it's there, I am sure that bottom
landings in south winds will increase by
leaps and bounds, as they have in N.E., N.,
E., or S.E. winds. Long live. tne five,shi.lIing
fee, and beware of the bull!
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The Airspeed Indicator
by T. R. Beasley

FIG I . THE PRINCIPLE QFTHE A. S. I.

cc=::::::::::!:=:=::::;:,=:~f ----~~Rt
s

FIG.2. ASECOND TYP£OF DIFfERalTlAl P~ESSIIll[GAU\l£.

soldered to the diaphragm. It is the top
edge of tbis bracket which actuates the lever
system used to magnify small diaphragm
movements into larger pointer movements.
The top half of the oyster also supports the
framework for the mechanism; thus by
removing the bezel and glass together with
the nut, X, the whole mechanism may be
withdrawn from the case.

The second type of A.S.I. differs only in
the design of the sensitive element; instead
of using a simple diaphragm it uses a
cylindrical metal box in the form of a
"capsule" (fig, 4). As can be seen, the box
is again corrugated concentrically to give
greater flexibility; it is open to pitot
pressure as shown. In this type of con
struction the rest of the mechanism is
supported by means of extensions on the
distance piece, Q, so the whole mechanism
may be removed, in the same manner as in
the diaphragm type of instrument. In
actuality this type of construction is, in
effect, a double diaphragm. The top and
bottom of the box may be considered as two
separate diaphragms, and consequently
this type of construction is more sensitive to
pressure changes for the same diameter of
detecting element as the simple diaphragm

p

THIS article is intended to explain how the
airspeed indicator works, its construc

tion, installation, and its failings.
In principle it is a differential pressure

gauge measuring the difference between
"pitot"' and "static" pressure. Fig. I shows
a pi tot-static head connected to a V-tube
filled with liquid; obviously, as the pressure
in the phol pipeline, P, increases with
respect to that in the static line, S, there will
be. a difference in the level of the liquid in
the two limbs of the tube, as shown. This
device, then, could be calibrated as an A.S. I.
but would not be very sensitive and errors
would be introduced by changes of attitude.

Fig. 2 illustrates a second type of differ
ential pressure gauge: a flexible diaphragm
divides a box into two; one side is connected
to the pitot line, P, and the other to static,
S, as shown. As the d'ifference in these
pressures varies, due to variations in air
speed, the diaphragm will bulge (shown
dotted) and by means of a suitable linkage
system it can be made to move a pointer
over a dial graduated in units of airspeed.
This is the basic principle of modern types
of A.S.I.

Actual constructional detail will vary
between manufacturers, but can be divided
into two distinct types: diaphragm or
capsule. It will be seen that both types do
depend on the principle shown in fig. 2,
but with added refinements.

The diaphragm type of instrument more
closely resembles the diagrammatic sketch,
as it actually utilises a diaphragm across an
airtight box; this is sketched in fig. 3. In the
earliest instruments this diaphragm was
made of rubber or oiled silk, but these have
given way to specially developed metals, the
diaphragm form becoming a disc with
concentric corrugations to give greater
flexibility (seen in section in the sketch). As
can be seen, the diaphragm divides a
container, known as an "oyster," into two
pans, the diaphragm being soldered to the
lower half of the oyster containing the pitot
conoection; it is essential that there are no
air leaks around this joint. The top half of
the oyster is then soldered into position;
this has a hole in it through which protrudes
the top of an angle bracket, B, which is
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pointer mOves. In order to keep the parts
in contact there is a hairspring fitted, either
to the spindle, ZZ, or to the spindle carrying
the pinion, G.

The total magnification will depend on
the ratio of the lengths of the various levers;
this. therefore, provides a convenient means
of adjustment to allow for slightly different
diaphragm (or capsule) characteristics. To
adjust the magnification the levers may be
bent slightlY, thus altering their effective
lengths; for this reason lever D is known as
the calibrating lever, as this is the one most
used for adjustment. It is made of bi
metallic material to compensate for errors
introduced by temperature variations.

Some instruments may be found with a
direct connecting link between the capsule
and the rocking shaft. Calibration is
effected by altering the effective length of
the calibrating lever and also by an axial
movement of the capsule in the framework
supporting the mechanism.

Many sailplanes are fined with German
A-SJ.s which do not use the pitot bead
described; instead of this they measure the
difference between static pressure and the
reduc.ed pressure at the throat of a small
venturi tube. In this case the static pressure
is greater than the venturi pressure and will
therefore be connected to the centre pipe,
p. in the sketches. These instruments will
invariably be of the capsule type. However,
some German instruments used on powered
aircraft may have a leaf spring a<:ross the
capsule to reduce its movements; it is some
times possible to remove this spring and re
calibrate the instrument as a low range type.
When calibrating these ventori type A.S.Ls
it must be realised that the pressure
difference is four times that of a pitot
instrument at the same speed, i.e. at 60
m.p.h. the pressure difference for a pitot
static instrument will be 4.508 cm. of water,
while for a venturi-static type it will be
18.032 cm. This, of course, is only applic
able when the instrument is to be used with
the correct venturi tube. It might here be
mentioned that it is possible to use a pitot
venturi arrangement with a high range
A.S.1. re<alibrated to suit the venturi used.

type. For this reason it is more u.sual to find
capsule type construction in tbe instruments
fitted to sailplanes.

The amplifying mechanism has been
omitted in both sketches for clarity; it is
identical for both types of instrument and
will now be described (fig. 5).

Both types of instrument have the
bracket, B, soldered to the upper surface of
the corrugated element (see figs. 3,4 and 5).
This bracket is in contact with a short lever,
C, carried on the rocking shaft, YY; thus
the linear movement of the diaphragm is
converted to rotational motion. The
rocking shaft, YY, also carries a second
lever, D, which is in contact with the sector
lever, E, which, as its name implies, is Errors in the A.S.1.
carried on the toothed sector, F, whose
spindle is ZZ. The sector, F, is geared to Unfortunately the A.S.I.. like most air.
the small pinion. G, ,carrying the pointer, craft instruments, does not give a true
J; thus, the small movements of the' reading. For this .reason its reading is
diaphragm are amplified into readable known as Indicated Air-Speed (LA-S.),
indications on the scale over which the while the True Air-Speed is abbreviated to
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T.A.S. The errors involved are instrument
er[(')r, position error, density error and
compressibility error. N.B. Contrary to a
common belief there is no lag in the A.S.L's
reading. This belief may be attributed to
the fact that, owing to the glider's inertia,
it takes a little time for the glider to change
speed and this means that the attitude must
be held steady for.a short time before the
A.S.!. can be regarded as an indication of
the glider's attitude.

INSTRUMENT ERROR, I.E., ,is due to con·
structional defects c.ausing the indic.ated
reading to differ slightly from the calibrator
:reading on testing. Provided the reading
lies between ceTtain specified limit~ the
instrument is acceptable, and as the error is
know'n, the manufacturers or calibrators
usually supply a correction card.

POSITION ERROR, P.E., is the name given
to errors attributed to the pi tot-static
.arrangement. These are due to the airflow
being modified by the motion of the air
craft; the error therefore varies throughout
its speed range. The magnitude of the ermT
depends .om tbree factors: the position of
pitot and static, the airspeed, and the angle
,of .attack.

The position of the hC<1.ds is important as
they detect the local pressure in their
immediate vicinity, and this depends upon
the aerodynamics of the aircraft whose
movement causes variations in the local
airflow, and 'hence in the local pressure.
The airspeed and angle of attack aTe closely
related, .as they both affect the pressure
distribution around the aircraft. The
corrections neceS$ary can only be obtained
by flight tests on prototype aircraft; they
are then applicable to a.ll 'similar type air
,craft and are applied by referring to a
correction Gar-<i. When both position and
instrument error corrections have been
applied to the I.A.S. the reSult is known as
Rectified Airspeed. R,.A.S.

DENSITY ERROR is the most important
error of the A.S.l. The instrument is
calibrated for air satisfying l.eA.N.
standard conditions, (\5°C and 1013.2 mb.
pressure); therefore any departure from
these conditions will .affect the reading ,of
the instrument. Now, the density at height
h will vary according to the air temperature
at that ,h~ight, and a oorrection can there
fore be applied only if tthe free ai'r temper
ature and the heigbt ate known. In practice,
powered aircraft usually carry a wmputer,
but this is really ol;rtside t'he scope of the

sailplane pilot. An approximate true air
speed may be obtained by use of the simple
formula:~

T.A.S. = RA-S. + h x R.A.S. 1.75
~

(h in thousands of ft.); e.g. T.A.S. for a
sailplane flying at 100 m.p.h. at 10,000 ft.

100 + 10 x 100 x 1.75
100

= 117.5 m.p.h.
COMPRESSIBIUTY ERROR is not of irn

pOrtanee at speeds below about 300 m.p.h.
aud c.an therefore safely be ignored.
Installation of the A.S.1.

It is the purpose of this section to discuss
the best methods of ensuring that correct
pitot and static pressures are available at
the instrument connexions.

There is no necessity for the two "pick
ups" to be mounted together, although this
is often the practice employed for con
venience of installation. The usual method
of mounting is as ·shown in the sketch, fig.
6. As can be seen, it consists simply of two
parallel tubes, clipped or brazed together,
bent forward into the air:stream. One tube,
usually the upper, is sealed off at the end and
has holes drilled as shown to open it to
static pressure. The lower tube is left open
to the air:stream and receives the impact, or
pi tot pressure. As the tubes are only a short
distance from the instrument panel it is
usual to extend them inside the fuselage and
to connect them to the instruments with
rubber tubing, a T-piece being inserted in
the static line in order to make connexions
to the altimeter and variometer.

Unfortunately the installation has its
disadYamtages, namely: liability to icing,
drag, position error (see previous section),
and the ease with which uninformed
persons c.an blow down it and ruin the
A.S.t Under icing conditions the pi tot
tube will acclaffiulate ice in the form of a
straw; the A.S.I. will therefore continue
to function until such time that the straw
seals oyer. It has been found that'lhis does
not usually occur until the ice begins to
melt, and tbe water enters the tube. In
severe icing conditions (e.g. flight through
free~ing rain), not only is the pitot likely to
i.cc up but the static holes also may become
blockedarrd the A.S.!. will either read
incorrectly or fall back to zero.

I:n order to ayoid these disadvantages,
other installations have been devised.
Alternative pitot installations are: electric
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de-icer, large nose type pitot tube, and nose
pi tot-pot. Alternative static arrangements
are: static vents, and cockpit static. Of
course, anyone of the three pitot suggest
ions may be used with any fonn of static, or
even more than one; e.g. the electric de-ieer
pitot may be used in conjunction with static
vents, while a cock is included in the static
tubing so that it may be opened to cockpit
pressure in the unlikely event of the vents
becoming blocked.

The various improvements will now be
discussed in detail, the above-mentioned
pilot modifications being considered first.

ELECTRIC DE-ICER.-This consists of a
simple electric heating coil around the end
of the pitot tube. It is used to melt off the
ice straw, once formed. The device has the
advantage of being merely an addition to
the existing installation; its disadvantages
are its requirement for electric power and a
slight increase in drag. For a full description
see GLIDING, Vol. 3, No. 2 (SlImmer, 1952).

LARGE TYPE NOSE PITOT TUBE (Fig. 7).
This is believed to be quite popular in the

U.SA. A fairly long large-bore tu~ is used
(J in. to1 in. dia. and up to 12 ins. long),
and the small-bore connexion taken from
the top a little forward of the rear end (see
sketch). Ice accretion, in the form of a
larger straw, may still take place, but when
it breaks up it is less likely to block the
pipeline. This type of installation should
not produce an appreciable increase in drag
if it is installed at the correct point in the
nose.

THE POT-PITOT (figs. 8 and 9) is gaining
favour in this country. 1t is a well-known
fact that the pressure at any point in a
container is the same in any direction;
therefore, provided the pressure in the pot,
R, is at true pitot pressure, then the pressure
in the pipe, P, will a'lso be true pitot
pressure, despite the fact that it is rear
facing. Under icing conditions the accretion
will take place only on the front of the pipe
P, and wirJ not block the tube; even when it
begins to melt and break up, it still cannot
block the hole. The only likelihood of
icing is when flight takes place through

FIG.G. ACOMMON TYPE.
OF PITOT- STATIC

<PQT-PITOr SI10WN IN
ClJT-AWAV NOSE-CAP

FIG.B. POSITION OF POT-PITOT

"ITOT SHOWN SECTIONED

Fi'i.7. LARGE: NOSE PITOT TUBE

J".1.". 1 -1+ DIA.

_DRAIN PLUG
FIG.9~ SECTION OF POT-PITOT



3 HOLES Fj)R
AiTAOIMtNT TO
PlVWOOl>TRIAlt
wrnt OKR1VfT-'

OR StRtWS~ MIllS

FIG.ll.ASSEMBLY OF STATIC VENT

rH;' 10. STATIC VE.NTS-
1-----------------1'T'RlANGULAR PLATE WITH TUIliiATTACHED.

NO'T~:TuBE $1..OPES UP It TOWARD THE
NOS~ f"OA. WATEA TO PRAIN OUT.
FITTIN~ SK<~TCH~D IS THEREFORE
FOP. STAR.BOARD SI PE..

side of the nose or just aft of the mid·
position between the wing and tailplane
(see fig. 10). FOr ease of instaJla,tion and
maintenance the former is us'ually preferred
on sailplanes. Suggested methods of
installation are shown in the sketches, figs.
I t and 12. Great care should be taken to
ensure that there is nothing in front of the
vent liable to cause turbulent flow; even
screw-heads should be a.voided, as they may
have an appreciable 'effect on the flow. In
an altempt to maintain co,rrect readings
during a sideslip, it ,is sometimes the
practice' to use a vent each side of the
fuselage, the two being oonnected together
by tubing and the connexion to the in~

struments taken from aT-piece.
Another form of static commonly used,

on training types is simply to leave the
nipple on the instruments open to cockpit
pressure: hence tbe term' cockpit static."
(N.B. standard on the Slingsby T.2Ib.). It
is easily arranged for a rubber connexion in
the line to be within the p'ilot's reach so that
if he has reason to distrust the instruments,
as io the ,event of the static vent or line
becoming bloc-ked, he can break the rubber
connexion, thus opening the instrurnentsto
~ockpit pressure.

It must be realised that faults in the line

freezing rain, and it may be possible for a
droplet to strike the tube, P, and spread
round it before freezing, thus blocking the
hole. However, the writer has not heard of
any such occurrence and would be interested
to hear if it has happened. Another
advantage of this type of pitot is that any
water getting into the tubing or condensing
there will rUIl away from the instruments,
and not towards them as is the case with the
simple installation. The drag of this type of
installation will be very low. It is also the
most difficult type to blow down,.

IMPROVING THE STATlC.-As already
mentioned, the static head is chiefly
responsible for Position Error. 'Some
authorities attributing to it over 90% of the
total error. The most important altemative
to the usual device is tbe use of "static
vents." If a small hole, say 3/16 in. diameter
is drilled in the fuselage at a point where
the airflow may be assumed to be laminar,
and a pipe line connected to the inside of
the fuselage so as to include the hole, then
the pressure detected will be static pressure.
It will be a good static, as there is no ,flow
into the hole and no tendency for air to be
drawn out of the hole, as may be the case at
some attitudes with the usual static head.
The bl;st positions for the vents are eithel
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will affect the instrument readings in
different ways; these can be expected to be
as follows:-

PITOT LINE.-If blocked, will not react
to changes in speed. If leaking, will read
low and possibly erratically.

STATtC LtNE.-lf blocked at altitude,
A.S. I. over-reads on descent and vice versa.
If leaking, may over-read, particularly in
open cockpit types and when windows are
opened in others.

From the above discussion it can be seen
that the best all-round installation is
probably the pot-pitot in conjunction with
nose-type static vents. When making an
installation it is advisable to fit a spare
A.S.I. temporarily in order to check the

new pitot-static against the elUStlng in
stallation_ The two instruments should not
differ by more than a few m.p.h.; if they do,
then the indicators should be interchanged
to ascertain whether it is the actual
instruments at fault or whether there is a
definite difference in the pitot-static
pressures. If it is proved that the
instruments themselves agree, then, by
changing over the pitot connexions only, it
is a simple matter to determine to which
modification the difference in reading is due.
However, if the Position Error correction
card for the sailplane's original installation
is available, it is an easier solution to draw
up a new card for the modified installation;
it should be found that the corrections
necessary are lower than previously.

------>c:><------

Five Hours Over Lasham
by C. G. Dorman

AT the start of this flight on Whit Tuesday,
26th May, the possibility of Silver C

duration was not considered. I declared a
triangular course of 25 miles, Lasham
Micheldever-Basingstoke-Lasham. The
conditions were good, c10udbase about
4,000 feet and a 12·knot north wind. The
wind direction decided me to try the leg to .
Micheldever first so as to avoid having any
leg direct into wind.

I was towed off in my Olympia behind tbe
Tiger and released at five past one at 1,300
feet in good lift. With a steady climb at
7 feet per second I was soon at cloudbase.
I was unable to enter cloud since I had
neither an A.S.1. nor horizon working; as it
happened there was little height to be gained
in the clouds. I SOon found that the north
wind was making it very difficult for me to
get near my course. After three thennaIs
and thirty minutes flying I was back over
the aerodrome at 800 feet.

The resident Lasham thermal came to my
rescue. I reacbed 3,600 ft. over Alton and
worked back upwind to regain the airfield
at 1,600 ft. At 2 o'clock I was again over
the aerodrome, this time at 4,000, having
had far less trouble in gaining ground to the
north. The presence of good clouds to the
north made me change my plan and make
for Basingstoke, which I reached half an

hour later at 2,400 feet. I was now drifting
off course to the cast, but the implications
of this did oot sink in. Using four lively
clouds I climbed to 4,500, worked round the
north of Basingstoke and set course for
Micheldever. Forty minutes later I was
circling under a cloud in weak lift due north
of Micheldever waiting to be blown SQuth
over the turning point when the smoke from
a chimney showed me that the wind was
now westerly. I rounded Micheldever at
3.30 and set .off down wind to Lasham,
arriving after fifteen minutes with 2,200 feet

A wide easy thermal off the airfield
tempted me to stay up a while longer. From
4,000 feet I watched the two Army Club
trailers being brought out for the club
Olympia and the Prefect which had both
landed away. Then I realised that I had
been up over three hours, and since con
ditions were easy I decided to try to last out
till after 6 o'clock. Between 3.50 and 5.40
I used eighteen thermals without ever
dropping below 3,500 feeL About 5.45 I
was well downwind of the airfield at 3,000,
wondering where to find the one thermal I
needed to make the duratio.n safe. Then I
saw the T-21b circling tightly over a mile
away. I joined it and was again at 3,000 at
6 o'clock. I floated gently down to land at
6.20 p.m.
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Reviews
Return Ticket: by ANTHONY DEANE-'

DRUMMOND. Published by Collins. London,
1953. Price 12s. 6d.

THIS may not seer:n to be the approl?ria~e
place for a review of a book w~lch IS

not connected with gliding, but two circum
stances justify it. Firstly, i~ is writ.ten by one
who is well known ID glldmg circles, and
secondly, because success .i~ escaping
requires much the same quallttes as those
needed to become a first-class soaring pilot.
That the author made three escapes from
captivity, of which two were successful,
shows that he possesses judgement, deter
mination and courage in no small degree.

The book de5Cri~ these escapes. In
1942 he escaped from Italy, where he had
been captured when taking part in one of
the first parachute raids of the war. Two
years later he escaped from Arnhem, where
he voluntarily stayed for thirteen days in a
cupboard before be was able to get away.
The accounts of t~ escapades would be
well worth reading even if the writing were
poor, and this it most certainly is not. The
author writes clearly and does not mince
words.

The binding is pleasing and the book
contains suitable maps which, however,
would be improved if they showed north.

Altogether a book worth buying.
L. WELCH.

Feathered Wings: A Study of tbe Flight of
Birds; by ANTHONY JACK. Published by
Methuen & Co. Ltd., London, 1953.
Price 15s.

In his introduction the author makes the
unusual point that books on bird flight can
be divided into two kinds: those written
before and after J7th December, 1903. The
first kind "are written by men wholly
seized of the passion for flight; there is an
enthusiasm, a madness, a brotherhood
about some of them that belongs to airmen
and not to ornithologists:' Gliding people,
rather similarly, are apt to divide the
authors 'of such books into (a) those who
understand soaring flight, and (b) ornith~

ologists. Mr. Anthony Jack,_ though
admittedly art ornithologist, overlaps into
the other class by virtue of having learned
to fly during the war. But in spite of this

his book is not altogether free from lapses
into confusion.

He has the sense to deal with "flapless
flight" lx:fore "flapping flight," unlike the
typical ornithologist who imagines the
latter to be more easily explained. The
Bapless chapter is pretty reliable, but he
gives only three lines of print to slope
soaring. For the chapter on flapping flight,
the author has obviously had recourse to a
scientific book, probably that by Stolpe and
Zimmer mentioned in his bibliography;
consequently it is good.

In Chapter 5, "The Wind," there is the
inevitable attempt to explain the difference
between air-speed and ground-speed to the
average ornithological reader, who is
notoriously clueless on this point. Few
authors come through this ordeal un
scathed; but Mr. Jack gets through with
flying colours, until he says that "wc are
probably wrong to think ... that thermal
currents always rise vertically," apparently
not realizing that it makes a difference
whether you relate the thermal's motioo 'to
the surrounding air or to the ground. He
makes a good suggestion for teaching
ornithologists the difference: you fix a map
to a table-top, cover it with a movable sheet
of glass (representing the wind), and run a
clockwork toy engine (representing the bird)
over the moving glass.

The interesting chapter on "manoeuvres"
includes a statement that herons, egrets and
similar birds often side-slip when coming
down to a small pond surrounded by high
tTees-a manoeuvre once recommended to
sailplane pilots by H. C. Bergel (substituting
"field" for "pond"). The author says that
birds fly in echelon to avoid each other's
slipstream, but it has been shown that a bird
gets some lift from the airflow in the wake of
another's wing-tip.

It is in his chapter on the dynamic soaring
of the albatross that the author really
muddles his reader. He begins well by
assuming three layers of air, one above the
other, moving at 5, 10 and 15 m,p.h.
respectively. Thus the bird can move from
one air stream into another with a change of
height so small as to be ignored; but, having
given the bird 20 m.p.h. air-speed in one
layer, he says ·it still retains this 20 m.p.h.
,afr-speed on entering a faster one, and that
the effect of this faster stream is "presented
to it as 5 m.p.h. of wind blowing over its
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wings free and undisturbed." What reader
would guess this to mean an increase of air
speed from 20 to 25 m.p.h.? However, the
author may be forgiven much for a
particularly va'luable diagram, showing 'his
personal observation of the course flown by
an albatross in relatiOn to his ship while
engaged in dynamic sQa:in~.. .

The Anatomy chapter IS distingUIshed by
some important new ,findings about birds'
eyes. When we look dir~t.ly at alii object, it
is registered on a specialised part of our
retina ,called the fovea, where vision is mOre
acute than elsewhere. But the foveas of
birds not only provide more aCllte vision
than ours, but they can ·take on an extra
ordinary variety of shapes. For instance,
the fovea of a shearwater runs right across
the retina in a line, so that it can look
directly at the whole visible horizon
simultaneously; and each eye of a hawk has
two foveas, one for looking ahead and the
other for looking sideways.

Nature's most important physiological
adaptation for flight, the tact that air blows
right through a bird's lungs instead of in and
out as in a mammal's, is not mentioned.

In the chapter on speed, the author puts
that of the generality' of birds as between
20 and 35 m.p.h., and the fasier birds cruise
at between 40 and 6O-not very different
from gliders. But a reported observation of
frigate birds flying at 225 knots is regarded
by him as not incredible. I should say itis
incredible. A speed of 75 knots should be
enough for such a bird's nat\Jral require·,
ments; but power increases as· the cube of
the speed, and to fly three times as fast it
would need 27 tilOOS the muscle power. It
is incredible that (a) NatJUre would give the
bird 27 times as much muscle as it needs, or
(b) its bo<lycould ac.commodate all that
muscle without becoming fantastically
misshapen.

Other chl!pters are on Meteoro'logy,
Navigation, and the Theory of the AerofOIl.

Most glider pilots will find much to learn
from the book--except on their own
subject-and various poi.nts to criticise.
But to any criticisms the aut.hor has a
rather effective r~ply; he points out that in
studying the flight of birds. there are at least
four sciences concerned, "'and if you treat
them with the awed solemnity that the
scientists expect. you will never get beyond
writing things down in a note-book."

MaJoja WiJJd: by FELlX PELTZER. Trans
lated by Louis Hagen. Published by
Hammond, Hammond & Co., London,
1953. Price 1Os. 6d.

This novel was originally published in
German at Cologne" but the story deals
with a "EuJ'Opean Youth Gliding Contes~"
at Samedan, Switzerland, where the MaloJa
wind provides the main source of lift. for
raising pilots from a winch lallnch to, th.e
upper thermal regions. Not only 'IS It
illustrated with photographs taken at the
International Contest of 1948, but that
meeting has obviously inspired the author.
However, the competitors who then took
part will be relieved to ,know that none of
the author's characters IS modelled on any
of them-except that two Spaniards land
their Kranich safely in an impossible clap
trap high up in the Bernina, which actualIy
happened in 1948. . .

The characters ,of the eIght competitors
are modelled on the author's ideas of
national types-the flamboyant Itali!!n, the
cocksure Frenchman, the stolid Englishman
(,of course), and the Dutchman who is
appalled at the sight of so many moutttams';
but over the single feminine compelltor, a
black-haired Swedish girl, he has really let
himself go. All are between 16 and 18 years
of age, and they give the organizers such a
harrowing time that it is just as well the
contest days are limited to three:-for

,altitude, duration and distance. Archl~'.lld
Huxton, the red·hai,red son of a Bntlsh
General, gives Milan for a goal and has to
take to his parachute in a thunderstorm.

Comparison with the original shows that
the £ranslator has frequently rearranged the
sentences to g;ive a better narrative. But in
spite of his familiarity with military gliders
(he was the author of Arnhem Lifi), the
main spar oo.comes a "crossbeam," and
winds are given in feet per second, and
wrongly at that. Tn fact, he has not t.aken
the trouble to find out how many feet there
are in a metre, so thai, for instance, a pil!?t
who climbs at 12. m/sec. to 5,600 me IS

credited with only 30 ft/sec. and 16,200 fl.
instead of 40 ft/sec. and 18,400 Ct.

The book would make a suitable present
for anyone below the age of the ~m.
petitprs, as ao introduct.ion to the potential·
ities of soaring flight. And fans of the
collec:ting type, who buy every gliding book
regardless, will probably want to have it
too.

A. F. SLATER.
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An Early Test Flight

by L. Weight

--->C><---

Air Training Corps

were true, the Silver C requirement would
not be five hours, but twenty-four, assuming
one wanted to land back at base. "How it
must amuse the pendant spectator to see
the moving scene of land and ocean, cities
and deserts!" When I am a pendant
spectator, give me land every time.

To all this the Prince, knowing that
oxygen has yet to be discovered and bottled,
objects that "no man will be able to breathe
in these regions of speculation and tran
quillity." To which the other repUes rather
evasively: "If you will favour my project, I
will try the first flight at my own hazard."

It took a year to build the machine. It
had "the folding continuity of the bat's.
wings" together with "many ingenious
contrivances to unite levity with strength."
The first launch was from a promontory
above a lake.

The pilot, uninsured as agreed, jumped.
He fell into the lake. "His wings, which
were of no use in the air, sustained him in
the water, and the Prince drew him to land,
half dead with terror and vexation."

LW.
?v

CL•p.A

If so, the effect is spoiled by the next
passage, which goes badly off the rails:-

"The labour of rising from the ground
will be great, as we see it in the heavier
domestic fowls, but as we mount higher, the
eanh's attraction, and the body's gravi,ty,
wilt be gradually diminished, till we shall BY the end of August the A.T.C. had a
arrive at a region where the man will float total .of 980 Proficiency Gliding Stan-
in the air without any tendency to faU: no dards and 70 Advanced Gliding Standards,
care will then be necessary but to move and a total flying time of 5,922 hours 34
forwards, which the gentlest impulse will minutes. The Proficiency Gliding Standard
effect." is virtually the equivalent of a B.G.A. "B"

To that happy region, alas, even Flt.-Lt. Certificate plus two spot landings, and the
Piggott did nOt at1ain. Advanced Gliding Standard requires a

"You, sir, whose curiosity is so extensive, soaring flight of a total duratioD of not less
will easily conceive with what pleasure a than 15 minutes, followed again by a spot
philosopher, furnished with wings, and landing. The figufes for 1952 were 1,128
hovering in the sky, would see the earth, and 54 respectively, so that there is every
and all its inhabitan,ts, roiling beneath prospect of exceeding those totals by a good
him " (and agai,n a bad slip follows) margin this year All this is being done with
" and presenting to him successively, an accident rate which is lower than any
by its diurnal motion, all the countries previously recorded in the Air Training
within the same parallel." If that last bit Corps.
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DOCTOR Johnson's "Rasselas" (1759) is
not much read nowadays, and not

many glider pilots wj[[ have: come across
these passages, which. may amuse. A
!'workman", who seems rather to have been
a sort of early Slingsby, is seeking backing
from the Prince. His language, by the way,
is hardly that of a workman nor even of a
Slingsby, but is pure Jo'hnson;-

"Instead of the tardy conveyance of ships
, and chariots, man might use the swifter

migration of wings; that the fields of air
are open to knowledge, and that only
ignorance and idlenes.s need crawl upon the
ground ...

"He that can swim need not despair to
fly; to swim is to fly ina grosser fluid, and
to fly is to swim in a subtler. We are only
to proportion our power or resistance to the
different density of matter through which
we are to pass. You will be necessarily
upborne by the air, if you can renew any
impulse upon it faster than the air can recede
from the pressure."

Is there in this last remark a hint of
W
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etassjfi." qd","is.",.nts can now be accepted for this
Maga,me. Rates 011 application to The Trade Press
Association Lld., 57-6/ Mortl"'er Street, W./.

Tutor Wings (almost new) £95. Struts
(modified for T.31) £5; also other parts
Swinn, Yorkshire Gliding Club. Tel: Sulton
237.

Primary Eon Glider for sale, complete, but
withQut C. of A. No reasonable offer
refused.-R.A.E. Aero Club Ltd., R.A.E.,
F.ambomugh, Hants.

M.17., Parachute. Trailer. Kirby Cadet.
Dagling. Glider Air Speed Indicators.
Moro Vario Meter. New R/F Barographs.
BiM, Glider Doctor, London, W.C.I.

V.B.

FOR SALE

Deeside Gliding Club

T HE Kite has had seVeral launches from
the .etwyd Gate and also from the

Dyserth site, at which latter one C was
obtained in May and more are expected.
Club facilities, in the shape of a club-room
with bar (and view!) are now available at
Clwyd Gate, so that non-flying members
are also catered fo,r.

Thermals at Sealand were elusive up to
June, but as gooq winch launches are the
rule there (1,500 ft. being frequent and
~,OOO ft. several times exceeded), aerodrome
circuits are not without interest. An
excursion with the Kite to the Mynd at
Easter, whilst enjoyable, merely gave the
participants circuits at a fresh site, hill lift
being absent.

£150 or thereabouts. B.A.C. Drone, with
Carden-Ford engine and current permit-to
fty. Fitted variometer and basic instruments,
ideal for thermal research, or could be con
verted to two-seater sailplane. Box A 156.

London Gliding Club

A VG VST brought a good cross-country day
on the 16th, when Pllilip Jelfery, who

belongs to the College of Aeronautics as
well as to our Club, flew 75 miles from
Cranfield to Ipswich in the college Grunau.
He got away at \2.30 from a winch launch
to 1.200 ft., rcached 7,500 ft. on thc way,
arrived over Ipswich at 14.40 and landed at
15.00. Meanwhile Dudtey Hiscox was
pushing along from Dunstable in the
opposite direction, trying to get upwind to
Kidlington and back; after 2} hours he
landed at Upper Heyford, somewhat to the
flusterment of V.S. Security.

On \\ th September a sky full ofenormous
wave clouds tempted Hennessy into the air
for 3t hours; but after thermalling up to
1,700' ft. he fQun<! the waves still out of
reach. Observation showed that they were
moving nearly as fast as the wind, so there
could not have been much air flowing
through them.

A low-altitude lee wave on 19th October
produced weak lift between the Club and
Tottemhoe, just insufficient for maintaining
height. The last st~ong thermal lift was
encountered on 25th October when three
pilots stayed up under a passing cumulo
nimbus, G. Scarborough for 25 minutes and
D. Riddell for 1'0 minutes.

On 20th September we were visited by
Prince Nicholas of Yugoslavia and on
24th October by Mr. Jussi Soini from
Finland.

Winter Cross?Country Competition.-The
Club has decided to offcr prizes of £10 and
£5 for the best cross-country flights between
Ist November and 28th February.
Minimum distance to qualify is 25 miles.
Competitors will be marked according to
mileage, with additional bonuses of 20%
for reaching a declared goal, 30% if the
pilot has not already done lOO miles of
cross-country flying, and bonuses for
machines of lower aspect ratio as during the
Championships.

The award of the Kemsley Trophy, left
undecided after the National' Champion- Petrel" built 1940 and in excellent condition.
ships, has now been made to our Club. 18 m. span. V,ery easy to fly and comfort-

In three months 68 new members have able. C. of A. to July. Complete with
signed on at Dunstable, while an unknown basic instruments, open and closed cockpit
n~mber, believed to be almost as great; have covers, etc. £225. Trailer available.
JOined through the London office. . Pick, "Denali,," Northallerton. Phone 733.
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Inqul,le. welcomed

AIRWAYS

GLIDER. DOCTOR
ON SITE RPAIRS AND OYERHAULS

C. of A. O ..erhaul•.
Major & minor repairs & modifications.
Ser"ices of A.R.B. approved design

organi5alion..
Spares, inSl)"unleDts and raw materials.
Base ....ithwork.hop facilitie. at
LASHAM AIRPORT Perman.nt A ....ress:
~r. ALTON

Hants.

WESTON AIRPORT
WESTON-SUPER-MARE

P....n. WESTON-SUPER·MAJII! 2700

J(eenest Prices

WESTERN

•
Extensive spares stocks held
including:

FABRIC DOPE and PAINT

PLYWOOD A.a.S. PARTS

blowing. Pickup and Hickling both
contacted a wave up to 7,000 ft. a.s.1. during
the afternoon in Blue Olympia. Contact
on the first occasion was made through a
layer ·of 7/8 cu, i.e., no hole.

On Sunday, 13th September, a small wave
to 3,600 fl. a.s.l. was used by Prestwich,
HiCkling, Brooks and Dennett in Blue
Olympia, T-21 b and Prefect respectively in
an east wind. Unfortunately, the cloud
closed in beneath them all and a landing was
made at the bottom in each case.

The spell of anticyclonic weather during
the months of September and October
enabled several of our newly trained
members to solo: Wheatley and Spicer
gained B and C~ Brooks, Jones, Ricketts
and Keyse gained B's.

Lockwood, from the Yorkshire Club,
visited us in early October and he was
promptly launched into a wave.

This season's last thermals likely to be
contacted from winch launches were well
used ove~ the week-end 3rd-4th October,
but the outstanding day of the period was,
without doubt, 11 th October, when the
whole club fleet was launched into an east
wind wave in a clear blue sky.

D, CAMPBELL
D'M GLIDER DOCTOR

I- '.ONDON, W.C.'_

Flying Activities
The club's remaining two camps Jor this

year weTe very well attended and the weather
man was fair).y c~perative on both
occasions.

The first one, organised by Bruce Bowdler
in early August, resulted in 225 hours being
f10wfL One member, Barnard, got his
Silver C height and duration. and another
his duration, and three Cs were taken. Mrs.
Joan Price, Dudley Hiscox and Lawrence
Wright of the London Club visited us during
the camp and contributed towards the
flying total in no smaU way.

The camp arranged for late August was
in the capable hands of David Martlew, and
he had the additional responsibility of
several members ·of the Army Club with
their Prefect. Flying hours during the nine
days were 170, with one Silver C duration,
one height, four C's and one ab-initio B.

Saturday, 8th August, was quite inter
esting with a N.W. wind of about 30 knots
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.Midland Gliding Club

FLYING from Long Mynd this year has
been extensive - 2,000 hours have

already been flown by early in November.
Generally, flying had t.aken place on more
days than last year, an<! the discovery of the
south, and to a greater extent of the east
wind wave has tak.en away the bogy of
frustration we have suffered in t.he past in
east winds.

As was hinted in Our last noles, tile club
now possesses two Olympias, having taken
over the syndicate~wnedBlue Olympia on
1st November. This machine will be
permanently equipped with oxygen.

The prototype Slingsby Skylark was' made
available to us in September, thanks to Mr.
Slingsby, and numerous pilots expressed
delight at its handling and penetration
qualities. Theo Testar successfully rolled
the machine several tjmes, and John Cotton
made more use of a I,OOO-fl. winch launch
than was hitherto thought possible. Unfor
tunately, Skylark was damaged during a
bungy .launch on 3rd Septeniber, but it ,is
now back flying with us again.

We were a litt.le optimistic last time about
the progress of the clubhouse building; it
is still incomplete, but interior work is
proceeding apace. A workshop, combining
separate sections for our ground engineer,
Teddy Proll, and a motor transport work
shop is also in course of erection.



Royal Air Force Gliding &

Soaring Association
Moonrakers Gliding and Soaring Club

T HE past year has seen a great increase in
enthusiasm and activity in the Club, the

year's flying hours and launch totals being
the highest since the formation of the club;
over 1,800 launches and 115 hours flying
time have been completed. During this time
members have gained the following certifi
cates : 18 A, 17 B and I C. This latter
certificate was the first club-trained C to be
gained by a Moonraker member.

At the moment the club owns two Kirby
Cadet Mk. III, a T-3l and a Gull I; one of

the Kirby Cadets unfortunately needs
repairing after a stalled approach. By the
next soaring season it is hoped to purchase
an intermediate sailplane, thus giving the
opportunity for our more experienced pupils
to gain their C certificates.

The number of members in the club
remains almost constant, but personalities
frequently change because of postings. One
recent posting involved the C.F.I., to whom
we all give our thanks for his patience and
work during the time he was here. The new
C.F. I. will be selected at the next Committee
Meeting.

We look forward to next year's flying and,
if anything, hope to better the past year's
achievements.

HOW TO GET "GLIDING"
'Gliding' can be obtained at all V.K. Gliding Clubs, or send 2/8 for it or
better still, 10s. for the Annual Subscription, to:-The British Gliding
Association, Londonderry House, 19 Park Lane, London, W.!. Back
numbers, price 3/8 for No. 1,2/8 for remaining issues, also from the B.G.A.
Bulk Orders, 12 or more copies, at wholesale prices, write to:-The Trade
Press Association Ltd., 57/61, Mortimer Street, London, W.!.

OVERSEAS AGENTS
AUSTRALIA: A. H. Ash, 3, aowden Street, P':Irramatta, N.S.W.
NEW ZEALAND: G. A. Hookings, 23, Yattendon Road, St. Heliers.
SOUTH AFRICA: L. M. ~ayne, c/o Rand Flying Club, Rand Airport,

Germlston
EAST AFRICA: A. F ..Cro~ch,. Nairobi Gliding Club, P.O. Box 259,

Nairobi, Kenya.
U.S.A. & CANADA: Please apply direct to the British Gliding Association.

(price 5Oc. or $2 ann.).

GERMANY, AUSTRIA, etc., etc.

An unsere europliischen Leser: Durch Vertreter in Deutschland,
Oesterreich, Jugoslawien, Polen und der Tschech<>slowakei konnen
Sie jetzt diese Zeitschrift regelmassig erhalten.
Falls Sie oder Ihre Freunde 'Gilding' noch nicht regelmassig beziehen,
bitte senden Sie Ihre BesteJlung an "British Gliding Association, 19 Park
Lane, London, ''1.1,'' welche Anordnungen treffen wtrd.

Maroon Leather Cloth Binder, with Go'd-Lettered spine, taking 12 issues
(3 years): price 15/- post free from the B.G.A.
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Surrey and Imperial College
Gliding Clubs

THE most notable feature of this summer
has been the large number of new

members, mostly ab-initio, who have joined
the club; and in consequence we will not,
as we have done on some previous occasions,
close down for two months from the Christ
mas Party in order to concentrate on our
C's of A. Flying will therefore take place
every week-end this winter, except the
Christmas week-end, and as we try to start
flying as early as possible On Saturday
mornings we hope more people will come
down to Lasham on Friday night.

The club has purchased a one-year-old
Standard Vanguard "Pick-up" and this has
been fitted with a canvas cabin at the back
so that it can take seven or eight passengers
quite comfortably. Apal1 from reducing
the cost of retrieves, the Pick-up is running a
regular bus service from Imperial College
to Lasham. It leaves Le. at 9.00 on Satur
days and returns on Sunday evenings at a
time to suit those travelling on it.

A most successful course was run by
John Lathbury in September. All but one
of the members went solo and John describes
it as one of the most satisfying fortnight's
holidays that he has ever spent; this despite
the fact that on the instructing side h~ was
virtually single-handed.

Peter Murden has a number of thoughts
for expeditions to other clubs and sites
during the winter. One idea is to keep an
Olympia in London during the week, and
then, depending on the weather forecast on
Friday, those interested can be informed of
the selected site and the expedjtion will
leave London on Friday evening or early
Saturday morning.

We are running a series of talks this winter
on Saturday evenings. These are on various
aspects of Gliding, including the remin
iscences of members who visited gliding
clubs abroad last summer. On 16th January
we are having a showing of various films
and stills taken by members.

Lasham Living, the organisation for
social and domestic welfare, are planning a
number of improvements this winter.
Heating of the bunkhouses and sanitation
(our biggest bugbear) are high on the list.

H.T.

Southdown Gliding Club

N EW ground has been trodden by the
club this year, running a course and.

in October, a dance. The course was held
at Friston from the 15th to 22nd August,
mainly to enable pilots of a little gliding
experience to do some soaring. It turned
out to be a great success, due mainly to the
hard work put in by the instructors, Len
Lennard, who looked after the secre~rial
side and a few others who took their holiday
time to give a hand. The course members
were all very enthusiastic and agreed they
had had a ve.ry enjoyable time with plenty
of soaring in pleasant surroundings. The
increasing number of lady members in the
club undoubtedly brought about the dance,
which was organised very ably by Bob Bums
and rn, wife at Haywards Heath; this also
was a great succ<;ss.

We took our winch and a Tutor to a field
at the top of the hill near Firle Beacon; this
was in a north wind but of insufficient
strength to soar the hill. There was some
very interesting flying and we think that
winching from here will help our inexperi
enced members to get used to flying on hill
sites.

The cliffs have been soared on several
occasions. Dick Vanson got his C certificate
on Sunday. 23rd August, before flying Was
stopped by rain. On Saturday, 24th October,
the Olympia was brought out and in a
S.S.E. wind Ray Brigden flew straight from
the launch to Beachy Head, the Seven
Sisters not being soarable, and found good
lift. When Bill Jordan's turn came to fly
he followed suit, and having climbed to the
maximum obtainable height, he flew over
Eastbourne seafront as far as the pier. The
next day the wind was from S.S.W. but of
less strength; the Seven Sisters were soarable
all day, but at time, only just. Peter Crab
tree made an attempt on five hours but had
to land after three. The Olympia and T-21 b
made several trips to Beachy Head and
some Olympia pilots also soared Seaford
Head. A total of over 20 hours were flown
during the week-end.

Last year's totals of launches and hours
have already been passed and we are now
approaching the figures for 1949, which was
our record year.

A.R.S.
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~ ~

~ 1950 - Gull IIi ~
Q Q
Q 1951- The Sky Q
Q Q

~ 1952-TheSkg ~
Q Q

~ 1953-TheSky'ark ~
Q ~
~ Q

i 1954-.9 (Whatever it is-it will ~
y. be good!) Y.

X Q
~ Q

~ Send for full details of our range of training and high Q

~ performance aircraft to : ~
Q Y.
Q SLINGSBY SAILPLANES, KIRBYMOORSIDE Q

Q Q
~ -><:::><- Q
Q Q
o We now have a Boat Section which can offer complete Q
Q boats or kits ofparts,for home assembly, of the 1]' 3" Q
Q long "Cartop" dinghy. Built to the "Yachting World" ~
Q design. Sendfor full details of this dinghy and all others Q
~ of the "Yachting World" designs ~
y. to the Boat Section Y.
Q Q

~ SLINGSBY SAILPLANES LTD. ~

~ KIRBYMOORSIDE, YORKS. ~
Q TELEPHONE: 312 & 313 Q

Q Q
o Q
.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.
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Scottish Gliding Union

I T looks as if the ten Silver C legs flown
this summer have acted as a fillip to th~

gliding palates at Balado. Each Sunday
when weather permits-and permission has
been granted beyond .all hopes, with clear
sunny days, complete with suitable winds
all available aircraft are in full use until the
last possible moment.

The two-seater is hard put to it to satisfy
the numerous customers in training. We
have welcomed many new members, some
brand-new and some -second-hand, who,
having enjoyed their week of holiday course,
have joined the club. Hardly a week has
passed but some happy pupil has abandoned
his seat in the T-21 b and gained solo freedom
and his B in the Cadet.

In contrast to the Sunday weather, the
various holiday Mondays have mostly been
disappointing days with very little flying.
The exception was Monday, 28th September.
On that day conditions were very fine.
Martin Hall. a hard-working member on
leave from Kenya, flew the Tutor from
Balado to Bishop Hill, a distance of eight
miles. He manfully endured the rigours of
the SCOtlish temperature in hill lift for
41 hours, when a sudden squall forced him
down. As Martin is now on his way back
to Kenya. it is to be hoped that he has
beller luck in weather which will remain
constant for more than five hours.

We were glad to have a visit from a
Surrey Gliding Club party who were on
their way home from the National Contest.
Unfortunately. their visit coincided with that
of a dirty big high-p~ssure area, and all
we could offer them was pleasant warm
weather, no wind and generally hopeless
conditions. Needless to say, there was a
strong west wind the day after they left.

The Cadet kept on Bishop Hill was
brought down to Balado for some weeks
while minor repairs were done on the
Balado Cadet. As soon as these were
completed, a party set out to trail the Cadet
back to the hill again. The tractor, used to
tow where the road winds uphill all the way,
was more than usually stubborn to start.
At last it was found that some ill-advised
yokel had filled all tanks with paraffin.
When this small matter was righted the rest
of the climb was uneventful.

Launches to 31st October are 2,984 and
flying hours are 207-a c1e.ar indication of

progress, since there were 2,229 launches
during the same period last year and only
129 hours flown in the whole year.

D.S.L.
----K:X---

t

Army Gliding Club/

AT this time of the year we like to check
up on what we did last season and see

how we can improve ourselves for the next.
In the period 1st March-1st November,
1953, we carried out a total of 4,565 launches
with a flying time of 674 hours, of which
non-club aircraft claimed 230 launches and
69 hours. During the same period the
following certificates Were gained by club
members:-20 A, 22 a, 11 C, 3 distance.
l duration and 7 height legs fm Silver C
total 66.

One Silver C Duration and one Height
were obtained by the party who Visited the
Mynd with the Club Prefect; otherwise all
the other certi.ficates were gained at Lasham.
As the dub only owns four gliders, and all
the instruction has been done by John Free
(C.F.!.), Tony Deane-Drummond, Stewart
Morison and David Martlew, we think; our
utilisation can compare favourably with
most clubs.

Club aircraft only flew a total of 360 miles
cross-eountry as against 700 during the
.previous year. This is disappointing,
especially as a hired Tiger Moth was
available for launches all the summer. Most
soaring flights, including tile Sjlver C legs,
were started off by normal car-tow launch
to about J,200 feet above Lasham; but there
is no doubt that aero-towing enabled a lot of
soaring to be done on otherwise very difficult
days. The Moth did a total of 229 tows (of
which the C.F./. did 207) for a flying time of
58 hours.

Our chief worry this year has been a very
high rate of turnover of members. Our low
subscription rates may encourage this, but
only a few really keen ones kept on coming.
Those that did soon went solo and had a lot
of flying last summer. Like most clubs we
did not have to look far for a :reason, which
was the inordinate amount of time spent on
the gTound by the learners for a very few
minutes in the air. This frustration has
been partly due to insufficient launch lines,
partly to lack of instructors, and occasionally
because we only had one hard-worked T-21.
Until this problem is solved-and we do not
think we are alone here-it will be difficult
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Fully A.I.D. and A.R.B. approved

DOCKER BROTHERS
ce&kw -u/cf7JrUn4, ~~WJ?Y mu/ YaPnuhtM f». M/f/7~lQge

lADYWOOD BIRMINGHAM 16

"We have had

to wait for the

great book

about gliding,
but here it is."

WiJson Midgley in

Jobn O'London's Weekry

ON BEING A BIRD
PHILIP WILLS

Second impre••ion now ready
Publi.hed by Max Parri.h 15'6

CHRISTMAS CARDS
Splendid picture of a Sedbergh flying at

the National Championships
9d. each (10% disc. on 25 or more)

CHRISTMAS PRESENTS
Gliding Ties 12/6

Scarves 23/- Squares 35/-
Blazer or Flying Suit Badges 5/6

"On Being a Bird" by P. Wills 15/6

MADAPOLAM
Tested and approved for use on all B.G.A.
Cs. of A. 50 yards, 42 in. wide £6 SS. Od.

Weight 2! ozs per square yard.

BRITISH GLIDING ASSOCIATION
LONDONDERRY HOUSE,

19 PARK LANE,
LONDON, W.I.
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to make gliding as universally popular as
we would all like.

As a solution for the lack of launch lines,
the two-drum winch has ,at last emerged
from workshops, only for us to discover
that the non-gliding boffins who had built
it had made one or two fundamental errors
with the pay-on mechanisms. David
Martlew hopes to rebuild this part of the
winch ana have it working by next spring.
The club will then have two auto-tow cars
and one two-drum winc.h, which should be
enough for only four gliders. We hope to
beat easily the club record of 1,057 launches
carried out during the month of May, 1953.

Oxford Gliding Club

P ILOTS at flat sites always dream of getting
their silver badges from winch launches

without help from a bill; now this club can
claim that one of its members has done it
almost! Eric Stow had had his height for
some time when, on 6th June, good con·
ditions anived; he was winched ill the red
Gmnau :Baby almost straight into a thermal
which took him to cloud base at 4,600 ft.,
and he set off across country. At Inkpen
he had to blot his copy book by hill
scraping for some time before another
thermal came to the rescue, and he event-
ually reached the Coast, landing 77 miles
away at Hurn. The five-hour duration was
achieved on 3rd August in another out
standing flight, during which a partial clamp
brought Toby Fisher down after three
hours and forced Gra'ham down at Fillmere,
but Stow just managed to hang ,on over the
cement works until conditions improved
again.

On 5th July 86 launches were given-a
club record-and a number of visiting
pilots did well. Tobin got his 1,000.metre
climb in the Gull Ill, and Buckley and
Anson fmm the London Club had half an
hour each in their Olympia, while Chris
Wills stayed up for 16 minutes in the club
G.B. Morgan, who took his B on the 4th,
took his C on 19th July by reaching 1,700
[1. in the Tutor.

The best flying of the year was on Bank
Holiday week-end. On the Saturday,
McLeod kept the G.B. up for 18 minutes
and gained his C, Graham had an hour in
the Scud JII, and Stow did a 36-mile
triangl!lfar course iD over two hours' soaring.
On 2nd August, Ford got his C with an
hour in the G.B. and Stephen Wills qualified
also, with: a two-hour flight which included
more than a thousand metres climb, but no
barograph! Ayres a,nd Grahameach got
Silver height in the Scud Ill, and Gibbons
narrowly missed it in the Club G.B.

On 3rd August some 15 hours of soaring
were logged, including Stow's five hours
which has already been mentioned. After
Stow's Bight, Chris Wright took the same
machine up to 5,200 ft., and Stephen Wi!ls
(now with a barograph) had 11 hours
soaring and almost reached 3,000 fl. above
his launch.

On the following week-end we had a
pleasant visit by the Southdown Club and
their Olympia, and Parsey soared on each
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Bristol Gliding Club

SINCE the National Contests, our flying
activities at Lulsgate have been confined

largely to training circuits, with just the' odd
flicker of lift to remind us of what might
have been. At Roundway, however, om the
few week-ends when we could operate,
pre-war practice was revived when, with a
2Q-knot S.S.W. wind almost parallel to the
main slope, the. Grunau was bungied from
the Cambridge Field spur, and flights ofover
one hour were made. Landing after these
flights were normally uphill and down or
cross wind" and these made us feel that the
field promised at the bottom of the hill
might prove a more safe proposition. The
T-31 has also been circuited to gi,ve sOme
members their first ,air-tQ-ground view of
Roundway and their first experience of
winch launcbing on a hill site.

Our summer courses for this year
achieved a total of 132 course member
weeks, thus bringing our total of course
weeks to nearly 600 since the series began
in 1948. As usual, we had more applications
than there were vacancies, and we only wish
that it was possible to extend the courses
into the autumn.

Maintenance of the club fleet of auto·
towing and retrieving vehicles has oeen our
biggest problem this year, and we have now
formed a sub-committee to advise the Chief
Ground Engineer and, most important, to
implement llis de.cisions. DUl'ingthe winter
it ,is hoped to produce a completely over
hauled set of vehicles for use next year, so
that there will bea minimum loss of fly,ing
time.
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£572
£392

A UTILITY GLIDER
especially for winch and
automobile tow is the
Little

DOPPELRAAB
twoseater

(40 delivered last two years)

LO-IOO
The Sailplane for full
Aerobatic and for
thermal Soaring flight

~:i;~rks £605

Price
ex works

In
Kit (orm

DOPPELRAAB OVER LAKE CONSTANCE

WOLF HIRTH-GmbH Nabern-Teck. WEST GERMANY

GERMAN SAILPLANE

MANUJ=ACTURER offers:

High-performance-intermediate
-training two-seaters and single
seaters in mixed wood and metal
construction, fully certified and
excellent value for money

Mu 13 E "Bergfalke U"
(swept-forward wings)

" SPATZ" and "SPECHT"

Also obtainable in kit form

Please write for l'tospectus and
price list to ;-

"Burgfalke" .5lugzeugbau

Burglengenfell;J/Bavaria

b. Regensburg. Telephone No. 529

Published monthly at Goettingen,
Germany, famous for its aerody
namic research centre. Annual sub
scriptions 12s. post free·.

Reports of
World Gliding and Soaring, Design
and Construction of Sailplanes,
Meteorology, Soaring Experiences

EQited by Hans Deutsch; contri
butions by Dr. Horten, Dr. J.
Kuettner, Prof. A. M. Lippisch, Dick
Johnson, Dr. A. Raspet, etc.

Order now from our representative: H.
Erdmann, 130, South Road, Hands worth,
Birmingham, /9.
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Crown Agents' Gliding Club
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day in company with Ayres and Stafford- -pWe have so many trainees on the books now
Alien of the Oxford Club. that we are having to give the T-21 training

These satisfactory results have been priority over joy-riding, the T-31 of course
accompanied by less fortunate happenings, still being used exclusively for training, as
and vari.ous club members-including the before.
C.F.I.-have preferred standing to sitting The winches and motor transpor't seem to
recently, owing to a series of accidents. remain in their perpetual state of precarious
First the T-31b got caught by a low winch serviceability, as always; and, in fact, work
failure, then the Gull 1I1's wing tip met on the new Diesel winch has been slowed
some very resistant corn, and lastly, the down, due to other work of less interest but
Tutor's skid was bent in a heavy landing. more immediate necessity. The new winch
The GuJI III has not come back. Instead, still manages to progress, however, and is
Chris Wright has bought a Sky, which was definitely scheduled to be in operation for
put through its paces 6n 22nd August, and the Internationals.
'much admired by all who flew it. We are of course looking forward with

Scptembel' was not a good soaring month. great !,ride and ,pleasure to the opportunity
On the 6th VarJcy managed to catch a of greeting our guests from all over th.e
thermal off the winch and stayed up for j! world next summer; but we shall always
hours. On the 26th Chris Wright had a have .room for famiJiar faces as well, and
flight of the same duration from an acro-tow we look forward with equal pleasure to
in the Sky. It was not easy to catch the lift seeing all our old friends again.
at low heights, but Goodall, Morgan and
Stow each had flights of about a quarter of
an hour. Early in the month Barratt went
solo and quickly took A and B. Mann
completed his B 00 the 26th~

L.astly,. we must congratulate Anita
Schmidt on being the first. of the girls to
get both A and B. The event was celebrated
with quantities of hamburgers and cider
and general rejoicing. G.C.V.

T HE Clu.b has recen~ly been honoured. by
recelvmg an apphcatlon for Associate

Membership from Sir George Beresford
Stooke, K.C.M.G., Second Crown Agent,
who was, until his present appointment,
Governor and Commander-in-<::hief of
Sierra Leone. Sir George, though not (as

Derbyshire & Lancashire yet) a Glider Pilot, is no stranger to flying,
Gliding Club as in the course of his duties in Africa he

has covered much of the country by air and

CLUB a.ctivities in 1953 have been over- has experienced the vjolent strength of some
shadowed by the. National Champion- of the thermals to be found there.

ships; and similarly, of course, club Good progress has been made during this,
activities for 1954 are already even more the Club's first season, the greatest obstacle
overshadowed by the International being the distance between London and the
Championships. Nevertheless, club and Surrey Club's airfield at Lasham. We have
private-owner flying have kept on steadily. tried to surmount this by arranging, once a
The outstanding flights of the year were by month, a "Crown Agents' Monday", when
Bernard ThQmas-173 miles to Sitting- an Instructor from the Surrey Club has
bourne .and two other flights of over 100 graciously devoted a day's leave to training
miles the same week-and by Stan some half.dozen members at a time" giving
Armstrong and Fred Breeze, who both flew them intensive practice in ground handling
to Hastings (195 miles) on the same d<\y; and possibly six or seven circuits each.
not forgetting the 98 miles of Rodney On the social side a very successful "Tea
Sneath for his Silver C on tbe Competition Party" was held on 1st October, wben some
"rest-day." 20 members and friends assembled in the

Training has plQdded along as usual, or Refreshment Club at No. 4 Minbank.
as nearly as usual as circumstances would Wally Kahn, our honoured guest of the
allow; at the time of writing we have gained evening, answered many questions, and the
15 C certifk:ates this year in the club, not evening was concluded by his showing a
counting the 20 odd C's gained by the Air ooloul' film of gliding incidents in England
Training Corps in their courses at Camphill. and on the Continent. J.E.H .G.
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SUPPLIED

BEEN

TO

Flying Club;

Cardiff Aeroplane Club.

IRVINf~ CHUTES

ICKNIELD WAY LETCHWORTH HERTS

The famous and reliable PERAVIA barograph. Models for
sailplanes (left) and for aeroplanes (right).

For details write to:

PERAVIA Ltd.
BERNE ISWITZERLAND
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AT a generaI meeting of the club it was
. agreed to develop a soaring site of our

own, as Yorkshire Gliding Club do not now
require our assistance ,and our joint flying
agreement has been cancelled. The Air
Ministry, through the kind offices of the
B.G.A. and the Ministry of Civil Aviation.
has agreed that we can operate on Usworth
aerodrome, but we are still, at the time of
writing, awaiting confirmation of the date
on which this can take place. Meanwhile
our aircraft has been overhauled for C. of A:
and the winch and Beaverette have been
thoroughly reconditioned.

every ten miles to attelld to the needs of
both.

At 6.0 a.m. on Sunday, after driving
through the night, the party arrived at the
Mynd, had breakfast, and with unpl'eceden.
ted zeil-I rigged tbe aircr-aft. Tbe first day
waS spent in getting acdimatizedto the
local ?,?nditions, vastly different fmm those
prevalltng at tm.e home ·site. At Radlett all
launcmes an,: by auto-tow but as a result of
the visit, we now have ~ qualified bungy
team and a winch driver. ~

After three unsuccessful attempts had
been made to keep the T-31b airborne, we
realized just how inferior its performance
was to that of the T-2l and the Tutor, which
were soaring superciliously above. Once the
peculiarities of the site had been mastered,
it was possible to keep the T-3L, a compara
tively rare bird in tbose parts, ,airborne in
almost average conditiQns.

Five g,?od soaring days were enjoyed; of
the remamder, four were devoted to flying
circuits of longer duration than are possible
at home, and one to ,a sightseeing tour of
ShfCwsbl,lry. Total flying time for the nine
days was 18 hours, during which one
member of the party of seven gained his A,
B and ,C. and another a C. OnIy one of the
party had had any previous soaring
experience, so that the expedition was
extremely useful,

To the Chairman and members of the
Miilland Gliding Club we extend our
grateful thanks, particularly to Messrs.
Den_nett and Proll, and to the catering staff,
for a very pleasant visit.

Handley Page Gliding Club

T HE club has had a most eOCOl,lraging
season. Membership has steadily

increased from a faithful few toa reasonable
number; launches and hours have accumu
lated at a satisfactory rate, and a successful
ten-day camp was organis<ld a1 tbe Long
Mynd in August.

Flying commenced for the year on 7th
February with the emergenCe of the towing
car from bibernation. With the acquisition
of a twin vehicle, one source of flying
intel"roptions has been removed, ahhollgb
both cars are subject to the temperament
common to aB gliding equipment. We still
suffer from interl'\lptions by test flights of
the firm's products, though not so frequently
as was once feared.

During the first part of the year our Cadet
WaS converted to a Tutor; by flying it
alternately with the club's T-31b, a
launching rate of six an hour has been
maintained, using one cable and towing ear.

Flying has been Plainly confined to
week-ends; on.a few days in Summer it was
found possible to obtain a worth-while
number of flights on week-day evenings after
members had finished work.

The num'ber of Iaunches 00 the end of
October total 682, equivalent to 48 'hours.
It is interesting to note that 388 launches
were obtained by eleven members, the total
number of persons who have flown with the
club during the period being 48.

While Radlett is an excellent aerodrome
for short training circuits, it is hardly an
ideal gliding site since there are no facilities
for slope-soaring. Circuits longer than
about five to ten minutes are compariltively
rare on training aircraft, and it was therefore
decided to organise a Summer camp at the
Midland Club's site in Shropshire. The.
f01l0wing account is based on the descrip
tions, by some of the participants, of the
hazards involved.

Summer Camp

On Saturday, 25th Al,lgust, a small party
set out wi1h the Club's T-3l b from RadIett
at 3.45 P,!11., some six hours behind schedule,
to spendteo days at the Long Mynd a.s
guests of the Midland G.C. The journey
was interrupted for two hours to install a
new fuel system in the towing car, (me hOl,lr
to overhaul the engine, and minor stops
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Write for name of your nearest stockist

WINDAK LTD - WOODSIDE • POYNTONi • CHESHIRE

TELEPHONE: MATLOCK 438

TOTAL ENERGY VENTURI
(IRVING TYPE)

NOW IN PRODUCTION
ENQUIRIES INVITED. ORDERS IN ROTATION

All British "SKY" Sailplane entries in the International
Championships in Spain were fitted with "C 0 S I M"
VARIOMETERS.

Philip Wills who secured 1st place using two" COSIMS"
(one for lotal energy) writes :-
" I think this combination instrIimelll gave me an advantage
over most of the others - both variometers behaved
impeccably."

Co., Ltd.
MATLOCK

CHAMPIONWORLD

Write ror Leaflet to:

Cobb-Slater Instrument
RUTLAND STREET



THE
DERBYSHIRE AND LANCASHIRE

GLIDING CLUB
Camphill

Great Hucklow
Derbyshire

Initial trallllllg and soaring
instruction in two-seaters by

experienced qualified Instructors.

Intermediate and High
Performance Flying

Link Trainer
Private Owners AC4;:o'nunodatcd.

Dornlitorv and Canteen. Facilities and
comfort~blc Club House accommodation.

Resident Steward and Stewardess.

Well equipped Workshop and
full-time Ground Engineer.

lVrite for particulars 0/ memberrhip to The

Secretary.

MIDLAND GLIDING CLUB LTD.
rh" Long Mynd. Shropshlro

Telepl1on. No. linley 106

Ab ~nifo training to high-performance soaring.
Club fleet of Eigh' Sailplanes including two Dual
Control Iwo-Sealers. Resident Ground Enginee,

Clltering and dormitory a(cOfnmoda~ion

New member<; "re welcome, particulars from 'he
Hon. Sec.,-5. H. JONES. 9 Hogley Road West.

Harborne, Birmingham, 17

LONDON GLIDING CLUB
Dunstable Downs, Bedfordshire

Telephone Dunstabl.. 419 & 1055

Offers site of 140 aCres with soar ing ridge and
permanent hangar~ dub house, workshops. dormy
houses and restaurant.

Club fleel includes 2 dual 2 seaters. 30lympias,
Sky, Prefect. Grunau Il, and Tutors.
Launching by two drum winch Link Trainer

Resident Instructor and Engineers
Flying instruction every

Wednesday, Thursday, Saturday, Sunday.
TWELVE DAY COURSES

(open to non-members).
Enrrance Fee £5-S-0 Annual "'_h_n

SURREY GLIDING CLUB
Lasham Aerodrome

Nr. Alton, Hants.
J-1ERRIARD 270

Ab initio training on T2Ib and T3Xh Two
Seaters with experienced qualified instructors.
5 Sailplanes for cross-countries, winch

launches and aero-tows.
Subscription £6.6.0. p.a. Entrance£4.4.0

Training Flights 2/6 cach
Sailplanes x5/0 per hour.

As~ociateMembers (No entrance) ,{,:t.1.0. p.a.
DI/oils from Serrelory

SCOTTISH GLIDING UNION 110.
8alado Ai'rfield. Mllnathort, Klnross-shlre

Ab-initio training at !alildo Airfield
Hill Soaring at listlophill, Kinro.ss

Fleet o. 7 Ajrcra" including Two-seater

Excellent catering and Dormitory Facilities

Summer Holiday Courses 01 Seven days duration
aro held each Velar. !eginner~ and others are welcome

Subscription £J-J..Q Entry Fee £1-1-0
Launches 3'· So-arlng 15'· ~er hour:

Wrile 10 the Secretary lor further details

OXFORD GLIDING CLUB
is training pupils ab initio at

OXFORD AIRPORT, KIDLINGTON
SlIbs,rip/ioll £5 p.a. No en/rOI1U fee.

Training flights by winch launch 2/6 each
on ']'3 I 'fwo-seater, Kirby 'tutor and

Grunau Baby.
Aerotowil1g can be arranged (except Mondays)
by phone with the Goodhew Aviation Co.,

KIDLINGTON 2291.
For de/oils of membership, lJlri/e 10:

G. C. VARLEY,Jesus College, OXFORD

BRISTOL GLIDING CLUB
Ab InitIo t.alnlng at Lulsgate, B',lstol,
Hili-Soaring at Raundway Hill. Dcvlzcs.

Fleet of 7 aircraft, Induding; Cadet, Tudor,
Olympia, T211B &: T31 Two-seaters.

ENTRANCE FIE l:l,:l: O. SUBSCRIPTION 1i:6:": 0

Our ser:es of Glidin~ Holidays for Ab Initio non-members.
will be continue-d during Ihe summer of 195....

We cordially invite membership

Wr:le- BRISTOL GLIDING CLUB T.I, 33328
10 Lonsdown Place, Bristol 8




